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The purpose of this research study is to explore the role of culture in how 

Mexican Americans respond to mental health treatment. Cultural background is likely to 

affect not only the meaning attributed to mental illness, but also help-seeking and 

responses to treatment. Creating a match between treatment modalities and people’s 

cultural backgrounds requires consideration of a person’s cultural context. Cultural 

characteristics can vary not only across cultural groups, but even within groups can 

change across time.  

This study used a quasi-experimental pretest/posttest comparison group design to 

analyze culturally adapted cognitive behavioral therapy (CACBT) with Mexican 

Americans diagnosed with depression. A purposive nonprobability sample of 81 adult 

Mexican Americans diagnosed with depression was recruited from a mental health 
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agency in El Paso, Texas. Forty-eight participants were assigned to a treatment group, 

which received CACBT, and 33 to a comparison group, which received treatment as 

usual. Depression was measured using the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9). 

Participant acculturation level was measured using the Acculturation Rating Scale for 

Mexican Americans-II.  

Independent and paired t tests were used to examine the effectiveness of the 

culturally adapted intervention. OLS regression analyses examined  whether  

acculturation  mediated the relationship between the culturally adapted intervention and 

depression. No direct effect was found between CACBT and depression relative to 

treatment as usual. The results showed that CACBT and treatment as usual both 

decreased depression scores. However, the interaction effect between acculturation and 

group assignment was significantly related to posttest depression scores. Thus, the effect 

of CACBT varied according to acculturation level. 

This study demonstrates the role that acculturation plays in how Mexican 

Americans respond to mental health treatment. An implication for social work practice is 

the need to use evidence-based practices that have been tested for their cultural 

appropriateness with Mexican Americans.  
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

A major question in determining effective mental health interventions is whether 

existing practices respond to the unique characteristics of clients, their values and beliefs, 

their social contexts and backgrounds. Many of these unique characteristics are embodied 

in cultural background. Because the meaning of mental illness is not universal, cultural 

background must be taken into account. Cultural background is likely to affect not only 

the meaning attributed to mental illness, but also help-seeking and responses to treatment. 

Creating a match between treatment modalities and people’s cultural backgrounds 

requires consideration of a person’s cultural context. Yet cultural characteristics not only 

vary across cultural groups, but even within the groups. They can be fluid and are subject 

to change due, for example, to co-existence with other cultures (Bernal, Bonilla, & 

Bellido, 1995; Bernal & Sharron del Rio, 2001; Nagayama-Hall, 2001; Rogler, Malgady, 

Constantino, & Blumenthal, 1987). 

An important development in the understanding of culture and mental health 

came as a result of the work of national experts in the field, who in their supplement 

(U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2001) to the Surgeon General’s 1999 

report concluded that it is critical to consider culture in planning interventions for 

minority groups. Culture bears upon what people bring to the clinical setting, if they seek 

treatment and where they seek treatment. In addition, culture influences how people 

communicate their symptoms. Furthermore, culture influences the meaning people give 
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to their illness, affecting whether they seek help, types of coping styles, social supports, 

and how much stigma is connected to mental illness (U.S. Department of Health and 

Human Services, 2001). 

This study focuses on the significance of culture for mental health services for 

Mexican Americans. Some Mexican Americans may attribute mental illness to 

supernatural causes and seek help from faith healers who are familiar with their culture 

(Altarriba & Bauer, 1998). Mexican Americans may present other culturally appropriate 

beliefs such as talking with deceased relatives, seeing religious visions, and worrying 

about hexes (Miranda, Azocar, Organista, Muñoz, & Lieberman, 1996). In addition, 

studies have found that Mexican Americans may present more somatic symptoms of 

depression than exhibit sadness or depressed mood (Escobar, Burnham, Karno, Forsythe, 

& Golding, 1987; Kolody, Vega, Meinhardt, & Bensussen, 1986; Mezzich & Raab, 

1980). Furthermore, some Mexican Americans may believe that others will think they are 

crazy if they are depressed and may view antidepressants and other medications as 

addictive (Lewis-Fernandez, Das, Alfonso, Weissman, & Olfson, 2005). 

 As the literature review will show, research has established the significance of 

culture for mental health treatment. Namely, culturally adapted treatments are more likely 

to yield positive results (Harris & Franklin, 2003; Muñoz & Mendelson, 2005; Sue, 

2003). However, much less is known about how variations within cultural groups come 

into play. Do all people who share the same cultural background respond similarly to 

culturally adapted interventions? The purpose of this dissertation is to examine the role of 

cultural variation due to acculturation in how Mexican Americans respond to culturally 
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adapted treatment. In this study, the effect of a culturally adapted version of cognitive 

behavioral therapy (CACBT) for depression is investigated. 

In order to address this issue, this study investigated three research questions: 

1. Is there a relationship between acculturation level and depression scores among  
 
Mexican Americans? 

 
2.  Is CACBT effective in reducing depression scores among Mexican Americans? 

 
3. Does acculturation level mediate the effectiveness of CACBT treatment? 

 
It is hypothesized that higher acculturated Mexican Americans will have higher 

depression scores than will lower acculturated Mexican Americans. Moreover, it is 

hypothesized that low acculturated treatment group participants will have a significantly 

lower posttest depression score as compared to higher acculturated counterparts. The 

objective of the study was to further understand how culturally adapting evidence-based 

practices can enhance treatment for Mexican Americans. Figure 1 depicts the research 

questions and proposed relationships between variables. 

 The study involved a two-group pretest/posttest comparison group design model, 

using  a purposive nonprobability  sample  recruited from Family Service of El Paso, an 

outpatient mental health center located in El Paso, Texas. The treatment group (n=48) 

received individual therapy using culturally adapted cognitive behavioral therapy, using a 

structured session protocol. The comparison group (n=33) received treatment as usual. 

Depression scores were collected using the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9). A 

measure of acculturation was collected using the Acculturation Rating Scale for Mexican 

Americans-II (ARSMA-II). Depression was defined using the criteria in the 
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Figure 1: Model of the Relationship Between Acculturation, Culturally Adapted 

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CACBT), and Depression 
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American Psychiatric Association Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 

(DSM-IV-TR) (2000) for Major Depression and determined by a clinical assessment. 

The term Mexican American is used throughout the dissertation to refer to 

individuals who were born in Mexico and immigrated to the United States or who were 

born in the United States and are of Mexican descent. At times the terms Hispanic or 

Latino are used as they appear in the literature reviewed. Whenever possible, data is 

presented that is specific to Mexican Americans. When statistics are presented for 

Hispanics or Latinos in general, it is with the understanding that 64% of Hispanics or 

Latinos are Mexican Americans (American Community Survey, 2007). When describing 

the acculturation process, the U.S. mainstream culture is the host society into which 

Mexican Americans are acculturating. The Mexican American and U.S. mainstream 

cultures tend to be at polar extremes of one another regarding some cultural 

characteristics. Some of the  predominant cultural characteristics for Mexican Americans 

are collectivism, present-orientedness, and  placing emphasis on relationships, while 

some of the predominant cultural characteristics for the U.S. mainstream culture  are 

individualism, future-orientedness, and placing greater emphasis on tasks (LaFayette de 

Mente, 1996; Poonam, 2002; Triandis, 1988). 
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Statement of the Problem 

This dissertation investigates whether acculturation level has an impact on how 

well people of Mexican descent respond to mental health treatment. The main objective 

of this dissertation is to examine whether acculturation needs to be considered when 

culturally adapting interventions for Mexican Americans. The purpose of this study is to 

further understand what factors can help address the issue of treatment disparities for 

Mexican Americans.  

When examining the issue of disparities, there are several distinctions that should 

be made. First, the definition of differences, disparity, and discrimination should be 

considered. Differences involve differences in utilization rates  based on a particular set 

of factors such as because a particular group may be younger or healthier than the rest of 

the population. Disparity results from provider practice patterns, uninsurance rates, and 

other health care factors. The Institute of Medicine (2002) defines disparity as “a 

difference in treatment provided to members of different ethnic groups that is not 

justified by the underlying health conditions of treatment preferences of patients” (pg. 

32). Discrimination results when a provider supplies less to a member of an ethnic 

minority (McGuire, Alegria, Cook, Wells & Zaslavsky, 2006). Disparities can be 

discussed broadly when examining the magnitude of variation across all groups. 

Disparities can also be defined narrowly when examining how different a specific group 

is from the overall population (Pearcy & Keppel, 2002). Service disparities,  involve 

issues of prevalence, access, availability, and uninsurance rates. Treatment disparities 
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include inconsistencies in diagnosis, treatment and outcomes for an ethnic minority group 

(McGuire et al., 2006; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2001).  This 

dissertation focuses on how culturally adapting an evidence-based practice can  bridge 

the gap in treatment disparities for Mexican Americans by increasing the effectiveness of 

mental health treatment for this population. 

This section of the chapter  presents information on the prevalence of depression 

for Mexican Americans and for the general population. Then, the effects and costs of 

depression are examined. The chapter concludes with a discussion of current mental 

health practices and how these have lead to disparities for Mexican Americans. 

The prevalence of depression among Mexican Americans is estimated to range 

from 13% to 30% (Mendes de Leon & Markides, 1988; Moscicki, Locke, Rae & Boyd, 

1989; Vernon & Roberts, 1982). These rates differ from the point prevalence of 5% to 

9% and a lifetime prevalence of 17% to 20% in the general U.S. population (Kessler et 

al., 2005; Oquendo, Lizardi, Greenwald, Weissman & Mann, 2004; Sansone, & Sansone, 

1996; Sharp, 2005). One study found lifetime prevalence of 28.4% and past-year 

prevalence of 14.4% for Mexican Americans (Alegria et al., 2007). Nevertheless, the 

prevalence of depression in the Mexican American population has not been widely 

studied (Sue & Chu, 2003). Most of the available literature reflects data gathered from 

studies on elderly Mexican Americans (Chiriboga, Yuri, Banks, & Giyeon, 2007; Cuellar, 

Bastida, & Braccio, 2004; Gonzalez, Haan, & Hinton, 2001; Schneider, 2004). 

Studies on racial and ethnic disparities in the prevalence of depression yield 

contradictory findings. A study conducted by Hernandez and her collaborators (2004) 
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found no significant differences in prevalence of major depression by ethnic group in the 

past six months in a sample of 4,745 adults who were part of a large statewide survey 

conducted in Colorado. The sample consisted of 84.2% Caucasians and 10% Hispanics, 

predominantly Mexican Americans. Riolo, Nguyen, Greden, & King (2005) conducted an 

analysis of data from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey III and 

found that Whites had a higher prevalence of major depression than African Americans 

and Mexican Americans. On the other hand, an analysis of secondary data from the 1996 

Health and Retirement Survey (HRS) conducted by Dunlop and her colleagues (2003) 

found that African Americans and Mexican Americans had a higher incidence of major 

depression than Whites. It is possible that the difference in these two studies may be 

explained by the fact that the second study looked at older Mexican Americans ages 54 to 

65 while the first study sampled participants ages 15 to 40 years of age.  

In addition to differences in prevalence across racial and ethnic groups, evidence 

points to within group differences. Empirical studies have looked at prevalence of 

psychiatric disorders and utilization rates for Mexican Americans according to nativity. 

The results of these studies generally point to a higher prevalence for U.S.-Born 

Mexicans Americans (Burnam, Telles, Hough, & Escobar, 1987; Escobar, Waitzkin, 

Silver, Gara & Holmar, 1998; Golding & Burnam, 1990; Vega, et al., 1998) than their 

foreign-born counterparts. Length in the United States also seems to play a role. Vega, 

Kolody, Aguilar-Gaxiola, & Catalano (1999) found a higher prevalence of depression for 

immigrant Mexican Americans who lived in the United States for more than 13 years. 
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This dissertation sheds light on whether nativity and acculturation play a role in how 

Mexican Americans respond to treatment for depression. 

EFFECTS AND COSTS OF DEPRESSION 

Depression impacts the individual through decreased quality of life, increased 

morbidity and mortality and through the stigma associated with mental illness (Brody, 

2003). Depression was ranked first and said to contribute to 10.7% of the total years lived 

with disability from all causes in the Global Burden of Disease Study (Murray & Lopez, 

1996). Several studies found that patients have higher levels of functioning and 

satisfaction in daily activities, role functioning, and social relationships when their 

depressive symptoms are less severe (Huppert, Weiss, Lim, Pratt & Smith, 2001; 

Koivumaa-Honkanen et al., 1996; Kuehner, 2002; Saarijarvi, Salminen, Toikka, & 

Raitsalo, 2002). In addition, depression often occurs with other psychiatric conditions 

such as anxiety and substance abuse disorders. Depression is also associated with many 

physical conditions at significant rates. Documented rates of depression in patients with 

myocardial infarction range from 20-40%, in patients with diabetes mellitus from 14-18% 

and in patients with end-stage renal disease from 5-22% (Goldman, Nielsen, Hunter, & 

Champion, 1999).  

Mortality rates for patients who have depression  in addition to medical conditions 

are excessive (Kimmel et al., 2000). Depression may be a barrier to treatment compliance 

since it is characterized by anhedonia, the diminished interest in almost all activities most 

of the day, nearly every day (Wang & Watnick, 2004). Harman, Edlund, Forney and 

Kallas (2005) cite several studies that show that when depression is present with chronic 
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conditions such as diabetes mellitus or heart disease, there is an amplification of 

symptoms, poorer rates of adherence to treatment, poorer outcomes for the chronic 

conditions, and higher mortality rates.  

Furthermore, the stigma related to having a mental illness is a significant concern. 

Self-stigma or the internalization of stigma by people with mental illness has been shown 

to have deleterious effects on a person’s self-esteem (Davidson, 1992 & Estroff, 1989) 

and on the self-esteem of their families (Wahl & Harmon, 1989; Wahl, 1999). 

Considering the issue of stigma is very important when exploring mental health treatment 

issues for minorities because stigma has been identified as one of the reasons minorities 

are hesitant to seek treatment for mental health issues (Snowden, Masland, Ma, & 

Ciemens, 2006).  

In addition, the costs to society related to treatment of depression and loss of 

productivity were estimated to reach  $81.5 billion in the year 2000 (Greenberg et al., 

2003). Depression leads to higher healthcare utilization, is the leading cause of 

absenteeism and is a contributing factor to reduced productivity at work (Donohue & 

Pincus, 2007). Major depressive disorder was associated with 27.2 lost workdays per ill 

worker per year in a study conducted by the Comorbidity Survey Replication (Kessler et 

al., 2006). Data specific to costs of depression for Mexican Americans was not found in 

the literature. 
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CURRENT MENTAL HEALTH PRACTICES  

The supplement to the 1999 Surgeon General’s report titled Mental Health: 

Culture, Race, and Ethnicity, addresses the issue of mental health treatment disparities 

for minorities, including Mexican Americans and the larger Hispanic population (U.S. 

Department of Health and Human Services, 2001). This comprehensive, report explores 

the complexity of the impact of culture on attitudes about seeking mental health services, 

who seeks treatment and what types of services they seek. Two important implications 

emphasized in this report were that using traditional and mainstream mental health 

practices have resulted in disparities (Sue, 2003) and that untreated mental illness results 

in ethnic minority communities suffering more than White communities (U.S. 

Department of Health and Human Services, 2001). Four major disparities in mental 

health treatment are identified in the Supplement: 

•    Minorities have less access to, and availability of, mental health services. 

•    Minorities are less likely to receive needed mental health services. 

•    Minorities in treatment often receive a poorer quality of mental health care. 

•    Minorities are underrepresented in mental health research. 

Despite the vast amount of research that is being conducted for evidence-based 

practices, there is very little research conducted on how evidence-based practices fare for 

minorities.  The U.S. Surgeon General’s Supplement (2001) reported that few clinical 

trials included analyses for minority groups. The authors urged that clinical practice 

guidelines and program standards be subjected to rigorous empirical study (Sue, 2003). 

Similarly, in a review of empirical literature, Miranda et al. (1996) indicated that very 

few treatment efficacy studies were conducted with ethnic minorities and that only one 

study included a Spanish-speaking sample (Chambless et al., 1996). In addition, a 

systematic review of articles on studies that focused on mental health treatment and 
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outcomes between the years 1981 to 1996 found that only 25% of the studies reported 

any inclusion of nonwhites (Braslow et al.,  2005). 

Several authors have pointed out that findings in research for one population do 

not always apply culturally to other populations (Hall, 2001; Sue, 2003). Bernal and 

Sharron del Rio (2001) argue that most empirically supported therapies are evaluated by 

using samples of primarily White, middle-class, English-speaking females. The authors 

challenge the double standard that treatments found to be effective for the majority are 

used with minorities. 

This study examines if culturally adapted practices have different outcomes for 

two groups of Mexican Americans as a way to address treatment disparities. The manner 

in which treatment disparities affect Mexican Americans and Hispanics more generally is 

discussed in detail in the literature review. In part, these treatment disparities result from 

the lack of attention to cultural aspects of mental health interventions and the lack of 

minority participation in mental health research. Culturally adapting interventions for 

Mexican American is one way to address these disparities. Moreover, current mental 

health interventions do not meet the needs of Mexican Americans because they do not 

take into account the process of acculturation. Mexican Americans are a very 

heterogeneous group and therefore, any attempt to culturally adapt interventions should 

consider acculturation.  
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CHAPTER 2 

Literature Review 

This chapter reviews the literature on treatment issues associated with mental 

health services for Mexican Americans, including utilization, access and barriers. 

Dropout rates, lack of specialty mental health care and the use of primary care settings for 

mental health services emerge in the literature as relevant treatment issues. In addition, 

financial issues and the large number of uninsured Mexican Americans complicate access 

to services. Finally, language and cultural issues, as well as, other barriers that are 

identified in the literature are presented.  

The second part of this literature review focuses on cultural adaptation as a way to 

address mental health treatment issues for Mexican Americans. The terms cultural 

competence, evidence-based practices, and cultural adaption are defined. Several authors’ 

arguments for the need for culturally adapted interventions are then presented. A review 

of previous culturally adapted interventions concludes this section. 

The final section of this chapter presents studies using acculturation as a variable 

in examining the mental health of Mexican Americans. Some studies use place of birth as 

a proxy for acculturation, while other studies use an acculturation scale. A review of  

literature on acculturation and mental health for Mexican Americans leads to an 

understanding of how complex this topic is and that the study of this phenomenon is still 

in its infancy. 

TREATMENT ISSUES 

Several treatment issues related to mental health services for Mexican Americans 

have been the subject of empirical analysis. Research studies support the existence of 

disparities in mental health treatment utilization for Hispanics in general. For example, 
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research shows that they tend to seek mental health treatment from primary care 

physicians rather than from specialty mental health providers such as psychiatrists, 

psychologists, social workers, psychiatric nurses or other mental health professionals 

(Vega et al., 1999). The Quality Improvement for Depression project, which involved a 

sample of Whites (n=994), Latinos (n=200), and African Americans (n=127) ages 18 and 

older, found that Latinos were less likely than  Whites to obtain specialty mental health 

care even though they reported that their primary care providers recommended 

depression treatment at rates similar to those of White patients (Miranda & Cooper, 

2004). These researchers propose that this may be due to barriers such as language and 

lack of culturally responsive providers. A relevant limitation is that there was no measure 

of acculturation in this study that would explore intra-ethnic variations in care.  

Alegria and her collaborators (2002) analyzed data from the 1990-1992 National 

Comorbidity Survey with the purpose of exploring whether there were disparities in the 

rates of specialty mental health care for Latinos and African Americans compared to non-

Hispanic Whites. The sample included 695 Latinos, 987 African Americans, and 6,026 

non-Hispanic Whites ages 15 to 64. There were no significant differences between ethnic 

groups when the overall rates of use of any mental health, general health or human 

services were analyzed. However, when specialty care was examined specifically, 

Latinos, like African Americans, reported lower rates of obtaining specialty care than did 

non-Hispanic Whites. Reported rates were 7.2 %, 5.9%, and 11.8%,  respectively. Based 

on the findings from these empirical studies, evidence suggests that Latinos in general are 

less likely to obtain specialty mental health care when compared to non-Hispanic Whites.  

In addition, further probing into the literature yields evidence that there are 

disparities in the use of mental health care services for people of Mexican descent, more 
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specifically. Two major studies support the underutilization of mental health services for 

people of Mexican descent. The Los Angeles Epidemiologic Catchment Area Study 

(ECA) conducted by the National Institutes of Health showed that Mexican Americans 

are less likely to use mental health services than White Americans at rates of 11% for 

Mexican Americans compared to 22% for Whites (Hough et al., 1987). The ECA looked 

at prevalence in the past six months and sampled 3,132 individuals from two distinct 

mental health catchment areas (Burnam et al., 1987). Half the sample was of Mexican 

descent (Mexico- or U.S.-born) and the remaining half was largely non-Hispanic Whites. 

Vega and his colleagues (1999) found that only 9% of their Fresno, California sample of 

508 Mexican Americans who had mental disorders in the prior 12 months sought services 

from a mental health specialist. They also found that Mexican Americans were two times 

more likely to seek treatment for mental disorders in general medical settings than in 

specialized mental health agencies (Vega et al., 1999).  

 Alegria et al. (2007) reported that 1 out of every 10 Mexican Americans reported 

past-year mental health service utilization. Utilization rates were significantly lower 

when the differences between U.S.-born and foreign-born Mexican Americans were 

examined. Vega et al. (1999) found that U.S.-born Mexican Americans were more than 

twice as likely to seek mental health services as their foreign-born counterparts. These 

results indicate the utilization rates for Mexican Americans are low, but they are even 

lower for Mexican Americans who report a foreign-born status. At the same time, Sue, 

Fujino, Hu, Takeuchi & Zane (1991) documented a dropout rate of 14.6% after one 

session for Mexican Americans and group averages for length of treatment of 5.1 

sessions. Some of the reasons that were identified as contributing to dropout rates were 

socioeconomic factors, perceptions of mental health, cultural commitment, and lack of 
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culturally appropriate mental health services (U.S. Department of Health and Human 

Services, 2001).  

Each study mentioned above indicates the disparity in mental health treatment 

utilization by Hispanics and more specifically, Mexican Americans. The studies 

presented here point to the need of examining the factors that contribute to this disparity. 

Issues of access and barriers to obtaining treatment must be explored to better understand 

some of the factors that may play a role in maintaining  disparities in utilization of mental 

health services for Mexican Americans.  

Access 

Lack of access to mental health services is an issue that affects millions of 

Americans, but for minority groups this issue becomes even more paramount. The 

Surgeon General’s Supplement Report (2001) defines access as “probability of use, given 

need for services” and measures it by whether or not a person has private or public 

insurance to cover some or all of the cost of services. The supplement documents that 

37% of Latinos are uninsured mostly due to the lack of employer-based coverage. Alegria 

et al. (2002) found that Latinos were less likely to have private insurance than non-Latino 

Whites (62.2% in comparison to 85.4%) and more likely to have Medicaid (11.5% in 

comparison to 3.5%). Snowden et al., (2006) explored the issue of access for different 

minorities groups by looking at statewide mental health penetration rates by ethnicity for 

Medi-Cal recipients in California. Penetration rates were calculated by dividing the 

number of users of mental health services in each ethnic group by the number of Medi-

Cal eligible persons. The California Department of Mental Health’s (DMH) Medi-Cal 

Paid Claims File was used to gather data on service utilization and the DMH’s Client 

Service Information System was used to gather client ethnic characteristics. Findings 
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from this study were that the greatest disparities were for the Latino population. 

Penetration rates for Whites were 11.6% while they were only 3.6% for Latinos.  

Barriers 

Understanding the barriers that lead to lack of access is very complex as it is 

difficult to isolate any one barrier. The best way to tackle this feat is by focusing on how 

these barriers intersect and result in underutilization, premature termination and short 

lengths of treatment for Mexican Americans. The Surgeon General’s Supplement 

identifies language, lack of Spanish-speaking mental health providers, and lack of 

insurance, as the major access barriers (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 

2001). Snowden et al. (2006) list cultural misunderstanding and culture-based alienation, 

economic barriers, mistrust, stigma, clinician bias and language as important factors to 

consider when examining lack of access to mental health services. Other reasons that are 

identified are lower levels of acculturation (Wells, Holding, Hough, Burnam & Karno, 

1989), different beliefs about the need for ongoing treatment (Anderson, 1995),  a 

cultural heritage that makes use of different methods of treatment (Rogler & Cortes, 

1993), and extensive support systems that may mitigate the acuity of the need for 

treatment (Briones et al., 1990). 

CULTURAL ADAPTATION  

In an effort to address the mental health disparities for people of color, the mental 

health field responded by moving toward the cultural adaptation of evidence-based 

practices (Hall, 2001; Lau, 2006). This emerging trend involves understanding three 

major components:  cultural competence, evidence-based practices and cultural 

adaptation. Cultural competence is defined as: 
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The integration and transformation of knowledge, information, and data about 

individuals and groups of people into specific clinical standards, skills, service 

approaches, techniques, and marketing programs that match the individual’s 

culture and increase the quality and appropriateness of mental health care and 

outcomes (Davis, 1997). 

Cultural competence occurs in mental health service delivery when cultural issues 

are acknowledged and addressed at all levels of an organization: administration, service 

delivery and clinician (Hogg Foundation, 2008). Others pose the question of whether 

cultural competence in mental health services is even necessary being that very little 

research has been conducted to prove its efficacy (Satel, 2000; Weinrach & Thomas, 

1997). Sue (2003) counters that, it is true that there are few efficacy studies on cultural 

competence, but that the emphasis on efficacy studies instead of other forms of evidence 

may hinder the understanding of cultural competence. He adds that lack of funding and 

resources are at the root of the lack of research to support cultural competence. Sue urges 

that despite these limitations, there is evidence that supports the need for cultural 

competence and that efforts must continue to uncover the many layers of this phenomena 

(Sue, 2003). 

Evidence-based practice is broadly defined as “the conscientious, explicit, and 

judicious use of current best evidence in making decisions about the care of individual 

clients (Sackett, Richardson, Rosenberg & Haynes, 1997, p. 2). More specifically, the 

American Psychological Association’s Division 12 Task Force on Promotion and 

Dissemination of Psychological defined two levels of evidence-based practices:  Well-

Established Treatments and Probably Efficacious Treatments (Hogg Foundation, 2008). 

Well-Established Treatments are: 
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psychological treatments that have been shown to be either superior to placebo or 

to another treatment or equivalent to an already established treatment across two 

or more between-group design experiments or 10 or more single-case design 

experiments. The studies must have included the use of treatment manuals and a 

clear description of the client samples’ characteristics, and the treatment’s 

efficacy must have been demonstrated by at least two different researchers or 

research teams (Hogg Foundation, 2008) 

Probably Efficacious Treaments are: 

psychological treatments that research support but not to the extent of well-

established treatments. Support for probably efficacious treatments may be 

demonstrated by: 1) two studies demonstrating the treatment’s superiority to 

being on a wait list; 2) one or more studies that meet all of the criteria for well-

established treatments except that only one researcher or research team has 

conducted the studies; or 3) four or more single-case design studies that meet the 

well-established treatment criteria except for the number of studies conducted 

(Hogg Foundation, 2008). 

 Cultural adaptation stems from the work of Sue, Zane & Young (1994) who 

propose that incorporating the customs, values and beliefs of an ethnic group into the 

selection, modification or development of psychosocial therapies can increase service 

utilization, length of treatment, and clients’ satisfaction. Cultural adaptation is the process 

of making mental health service delivery culturally competent. Whaley and Davis (2007) 

define cultural adaptation as: 

any modification to an evidence-based treatment that involves changes in 

approach to service delivery, in the nature of the therapeutic relationship, or in 
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components of the treatment itself to accommodate the cultural beliefs, attitudes, 

and behaviors of the target population. (pg. 570)  

Although the contemporary belief is that interventions should be culturally 

adapted, caution should be taken so that the core elements of an intervention are not 

compromised (Castro, Barrera, & Martinez, 2004; Lau, 2006). 

 Lau (2006) and Barrera and Castro (2006) move away from the debate of the 

pros and cons of cultural adaptation to providing frameworks for when and how to 

culturally adapt evidence-based practices. Lau (2006) proposes a selective and directed 

framework of cultural adaptation in which she outlines conditions for when cultural 

adaptation may be warranted. This selective approach focuses on evidence of poor fit and 

advocates for treatment adaptations that do not change the integrity of the evidence-based 

practice. The first condition is when “there is evidence that a clinical problem emerges 

within a distinctive socio-cultural context in a given group” (p. 297). The second 

condition is when there is “evidence suggesting that certain communities may respond 

poorly to certain approaches” (p. 299). Barrera and Castro’s framework (2006) supports 

Lau’s proposal and adds steps that investigators should take in the cultural adaptation 

process. These steps are: 1) information gathering, 2) preliminary adaptation design, 3) 

preliminary adaptation tests, and 4) adaptation refinement.  

Need for Cultural Adaptation of Interventions 

The quest to promote the cultural adaptation of  psychosocial interventions has 

been growing in recent years. Bernal et al. (1995), Bernal & Sharron del Rio (2001), 

Nagayama-Hall (2001), Rogler et al. (1987) emphasize the need to consider culture and 

contextual aspects in psychosocial interventions. Nagayama-Hall (2001) argues that at 

times conventional psychotherapies can promote mainstream values such as 
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differentiation and individuation and these may come into conflict with the values of 

interdependence of some minority groups. Bernal & Saez-Santiago (2006) contend that 

more research is needed to address disparities in access and that focus should be placed 

on ethnic minority communities that are often overlooked by NIMH-funded research. 

Zane, Nagayama-Hall, Sue, Young and Nuñez (2006) point out that research on 

psychotherapy with diverse populations is necessary to prevent ethnic minority clients 

from receiving poor quality of care because they are likely to be treated by White 

therapists who are unfamiliar with cultural values which may lead to invalid clinical 

assessments and ineffective psychotherapy. These authors also argue that psychotherapy 

must be adapted to meet the needs of minority groups by having psychotherapists 

understand the history of racial/ethnic relations in the U.S. and how these can play a role 

in mental health issues for individuals. 

Previous Cultural Adaptation of Interventions 

Bernal et al. (1995) used their Ecological Validity Model to culturally adapt 

several interventions for Puerto Ricans (Rossello & Bernal, 1999). The Ecological 

Validity Model (Bernal et al., 1995) has seven components of adaptation: (a) language, 

(b) persons, (c) metaphors, (d) content, (e) concepts, (f) goals, (g) methods, and (h) 

context. The language component involves, knowledge of emotional expression, 

mannerisms and verbal style. The persons component involves considering the role of 

ethnic and racial similarities and differences in the client-therapist dyad. Thirdly, 

metaphors involve knowledge of the symbols and concepts that are shared by a particular 

cultural group. Content refers to knowing the values, customs and traditions of an ethnic 

group. Concepts refers to the importance of conceptualizing and communicating the 

presenting problem to the client in a way that makes sense to him/her. The fifth 
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component, goals, involves setting goals collaboratively with the client using cultural 

knowledge. The sixth component, methods, involves incorporating procedures for goal 

attainment congruent with the client’s culture. The seventh component, context, involves 

the consideration of broader social, economic, and political contexts, as well as, 

acculturative stress, phases of migration, developmental stages, availability of social 

support and the person’s relationship to his or her country or culture of origin (Bernal & 

Saez-Santiago, 2006). 

Kopelowicz (1997) culturally adapted a program to work with Hispanics 

diagnosed with schizophrenia and their families. The cultural adaptations involved 

translating the trainer’s manual and patient workbook, as well as, dubbing the program 

videos into Spanish. Skills trainers for the program were all Mexican American and 

bilingual. Trainers modified their in-session activities by allowing more time for each 

participant to answer questions. The most relevant adaptation was allowing family 

members into the skills training process. Family members attended thirteen group 

sessions in which they were taught how to be collaborating participants in the treatment 

process of their relative diagnosed with Schizophrenia. Ninety-four participants were 

assigned randomly to either the culturally adapted program and customary outpatient care 

or customary care alone. Participants were assessed at baseline and after receiving 

thirteen weeks of services on measures of skill level and skill utilization, symptoms, level 

of functioning, and quality of life. There were no significant improvements from baseline 

in any of these areas. There was some question as to whether the small sample size or the 

short time allowed for the intervention played an important role in the outcomes.  

Another example of cultural adaptation is the Guiando a Niños Activos (Guiding 

Active Children, or GANA) program. This project culturally adapted Parent Child 
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Interaction Therapy (PCIT) for Mexican American children with behavior problems  

(McCabe, Yeh, Garland, Lau, & Chavez, 2005). One of the cultural adaptations included 

administering a comprehensive assessment protocol at the first session that assessed for 

how parents viewed the problem and seeking treatment. Another adaptation was to move 

away from some of the stigmatizing terms of “therapy”, “therapist”, and “mental health” 

and use terms such as “teacher” and “expert in child behavior”. A third adaptation was to 

engage fathers and other extended family in the treatment process from the onset of 

contact. In addition, increased attention was given to explaining the program and process, 

as well as, in rapport building to include checking with families periodically about their 

satisfaction with the program. And finally, all handouts were translated and written in 

simple language. No outcome studies have been conducted on the effectiveness of this 

culturally adapted program. 

Muñoz and Mendelson (2005) wrote about several culturally adapted 

interventions that were developed at San Francisco General Hospital. These projects 

included the Depression Prevention Research Project, CBT Group Treatment Manuals for 

Depression, the Mood Management Intervention for Methadone Maintenance Patients, 

and the Mood Management Intervention for Psychiatric Inpatients. The cultural 

adaptations made in all of these programs were to include ethnic minority involvement in 

intervention development and to consider cultural values, religion and spirituality, 

acculturation, racism, prejudice and discrimination in the program design. Members of 

the Latino group were involved in the writing of the treatment manuals for each one of 

these projects. Special care was paid to language issues, as well as, issues of level or 

education and income. Manuals were written at less than high school reading level and 

exercises were simplified. Cultural values such as familism and collectivism were 
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acknowledged and addressed. Religion and spirituality were respected in all programs. 

Racism, prejudice and discrimination were talked about openly.  

One outcome study showed that after one year, 133 of the 139 participants of the 

Depression Prevention Research Project were depression free (Muñoz et al., 1995). A 

study on the CBT Group Treatment Manuals for Depression found significant reductions 

in depressive symptoms, no differences in effectiveness between individual or group 

formats, and higher drop-out rates in patients who were younger, minority and treated 

with group therapy. The Mood Management Intervention program for Methadone 

Maintenance Patients study showed a significant reduction in depression symptoms after 

a 10-week mood management course (Organista, Muñoz & Gonzalez, 1994). The Mood 

Management Intervention for Psychiatric Inpatients program used and adapted a version 

of the Depression Clinic CBT manuals  for Latinos. To measure outcomes, a sample of 

44 patients was followed 60 days after discharge. Those who underwent the intervention 

were found to be significantly more likely to attend outpatient appointments and less 

likely to return for psychiatric emergency services.  

THE INCORPORATION OF ACCULTURATION IN MENTAL HEALTH  

In addition to studies focusing on the impact of culture, other studies have 

specifically focused on the influence of the acculturation process on mental health for 

Mexican Americans (Escobar et al., 2000). Research exists that examines the association 

between an individual’s place of birth (whether U.S.-born or foreign-born) and 

prevalence of mental disorders, as well as, mental health treatment utilization (Burnam et 

al., 1987; Escobar et al., 1998; Vega, Gil & Wagner, 1998). Other research examining 

these same issues focus on an individual’s level of acculturation as measured by an 

acculturation scale (Burnam et al., 1987). It is difficult to identify a pattern of association 
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because of the heterogeneous operational definition of acculturation and categorical 

differences. Moreover, a linear association between acculturation and mental illness has 

not been established, given the complexity of the association.    

There are several major studies that examine the relationship between place of 

birth, acculturation and psychiatric disorders for Mexican Americans. Some of these 

studies report findings about psychiatric disorders in general, while others present 

findings on depression specifically. All of these studies point to U.S.-born Mexicans 

being at higher risk for the development of psychiatric disorders including depression 

than their foreign-born counterparts (Burnam et al., 1987; Escobar et al., 1998; Vega, Gil 

& Wagner, 1998). In addition some studies show that as Mexican individuals become 

more acculturated they tend to experience more psychiatric disorders. Escobar, Nervi & 

Gara (2000) conducted an appraisal of three major studies. The Epidemiologic Catchment 

Area Study conducted by the National Institutes of Health included five different sites. In 

Los Angeles, a representative sample of 3,132 was obtained from two distinct mental 

health catchment areas (Burnam et al., 1987). Half the sample was of Mexican descent 

(Mexico- or U.S.-born) and the remaining half was largely non-Hispanic Whites. The 

analysis conducted in this study included using a measure of acculturation (26-item 

inventory that appraised primary language use and ethnic identity) and a place of birth 

measure. The Diagnostic Interview Schedule was used to assess Diagnostic and 

Statistical Manual diagnoses. Results showed that rates for diagnoses of alcohol abuse 

and dependence, drug abuse and dependence, phobia, and antisocial personality increased 

significantly as the level of acculturation increased. Place of birth was also found to be 

strongly associated with the presence of psychiatric disorders, including Major 

Depression. When looking at Major Depression, Mexico-born immigrants had a lifetime 
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prevalence of 3.3 per 100 while U.S.-born persons of Mexican descent had a lifetime 

prevalence of 6.9 per 100.  

The National Comorbidity Survey was conducted between 1990 and 1993 with a 

total sample size of 8,098 (Escobar et al., 2000). Hispanics comprised 9% of the sample, 

70% of which were of Mexican descent and the rest were Puerto Rican, Cuban or “other 

Hispanic”. The Composite International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI) developed by the 

World Health Organization was used to assess DSM diagnoses. The results of this study 

showed Hispanics were more likely than non-Hispanics to have met criteria for a 

diagnosis of any affective disorder within the previous year. Secondary analysis of this 

study showed revealed that Hispanics born in Mexico had a significantly lower 

prevalence of several psychiatric disorders, including depression, than those born in the 

U.S. 

The findings of the Mexican American Prevalence and Services Survey (MAPSS) 

(Vega et al., 1998) showed that U.S.-born Mexican Americans were two times more 

likely to have psychiatric disorders than Mexico-born immigrants. The MAPSS  used a 

Spanish translation of the CIDI instrument adapted for use with less acculturated people 

of Mexican descent to assess psychiatric disorders. No measure of acculturation was 

collected for this study. Findings showed that Mexico-born individuals had a prevalence 

of 8.0 per 100 while U.S.-born individuals had a prevalence of 18.7 per 100 for affective 

disorders which included depression. 

The University of California-Irvine Study of Mental Disorders in Primary Care 

(Escobar et al, 1998) sampled 1500 patients from four ethnic groups, 600 were classified 

as Mexico-born immigrants and 200 as U.S.-born and found that Mexican and Central 
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American immigrants have overall lower prevalence of depression and other psychiatric 

disorders than U.S.-born people of Mexican descent.  

This chapter set the stage for the development of this study. It provided a review 

of  literature on treatment, access and barriers associated with mental health services for 

Mexican Americans. Literature on previous culturally adapted interventions was 

presented. In addition, previous studies using acculturation as a variable in examining 

mental health for Mexican Americans were presented. The studies reviewed here 

provided the foundation for this research and guided the development of the methods for 

this dissertation study. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Conceptual Framework 

Culture, I believe, functions like an anchor on a ship. It provides 

stability during turbulent seas, or provides a sense of security 

because it is readily available if needed. Culture as represented 

through values and beliefs, as a result, is as much a part of life 

as an anchor is part of a boat's equipment. No experienced 

sailor would think twice about casting off without an anchor; 

no human being can expect to navigate his or her way through 

life without a firm embrace of culture in all its manifestations. 

                        Melvin Delgado, 2007 

This chapter provides a detailed description of the concept of culture including the 

theoretical frameworks of culture and the various approaches to understanding culture. 

The chapter then outlines the context of Mexican American culture by describing the 

U.S. mainstream culture and Mexican culture. The discussion then focuses on the specific 

cultural characteristics of the study population. This discussion is followed by an 

examination of acculturation, including the theoretical framework used for this study. 

The chapter ends with a section on the major assumptions and main interventions of 

cognitive behavioral therapy, its effectiveness in treating depression in general and for 

Mexican Americans specifically. 

THE CONCEPT OF CULTURE  

Culture is a concept that is used to explain individual behavior, a set of beliefs, 

norms and values (Gordon, 1964). The concept of culture has evolved from being 

understood as an abstract intangible construct to being operationalized into specific 
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beliefs, norms and values for specific populations and several approaches exist in the 

study of culture (Winkelman, 2005). Most recently the study of culture has broadened to 

include the intersectionality of ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, social class, religion 

and ability status (Marsiglia & Kulis, 2009). In addition, there is an emerging field of 

study in culturally adapting interventions for specific populations (Bernal et al., 1995; 

Bernal & Sharron del Rio, 2001; Castro et al., 2004; Nagayama-Hall; 2001; Rogler et al., 

1987).  

Theoretical Frameworks of Culture 
 
Two dominant  theoretical frameworks of culture provide the foundation for the 

study of culture and mental illness: the evolutional/ecological theories of culture and the 

ideational theories of culture (Keesing, 1974). Each brings an important perspective to 

the understanding of how culture impacts a groups’ definition of mental health, methods 

for seeking mental health treatment, and ways of engaging in the treatment process. At 

the same time, the two frameworks can help practitioners understand why it is important 

to tailor interventions to the cultural group that is being served. 

  According to the evolutional/ecological theories, culture is an adaptive process. 

It is considered a strength, not a barrier, as well as, an obvious background in any 

therapeutic endeavor. The evolutionary/ecological perspective has several assumptions. 

First, cultures are systems of socially transmitted behavior patterns that serve to relate 

humans to their physical and social ecology. This assumption includes the idea that 

individual behavior might be determined by modes of economic organization, settlement 

patterns, social grouping, and contact with other social groups or political organization. 
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Second, cultural change is primarily a process of adaptation. In other words, cultures 

change in order to maintain equilibrium with the ecosystem. Because cultural groups 

have developed certain cultural characteristics as a way of adapting to their environment 

(e.g. as survival mechanisms), it is important to consider culturally adapting 

interventions. According to this perspective, economies and their social correlates should 

be considered as primary when looking at cultural change, while ideational systems such 

as religion, ritual and world view should be considered as secondary. Finally, ideational 

elements of cultural systems may have adaptive consequences such as controlling 

populations or maintaining the ecosystems. 

One of the main premises of the evolutionary/ecological perspective is that of  

culture as a way of life. This idea posits that “the way of life of a society…..consists of 

prescribed ways of behaving or norms of conduct, beliefs, values and skills along with 

the behavioral patterns and uniformities based on these categories  (Gordon, 1964, p.32). 

For example, the culture as a way of life idea is the basis for the  culture of poverty 

argument (Lewis, 1966), which  views culture in a deterministic way; one in which there 

is no hope for those in poverty because of ingrained cultural values and therefore,  to 

intervene would be futile. This view contributes to seeing culture as a barrier to seeking 

services, a philosophy that was prevalent in social work literature for many years (Crist, 

2002; Krakauer, Crenner & Fox, 2002; Torrez, 1998). To view culture through this lens 

would be to assume there is no reason to culturally adapt interventions for minority 

groups because it will not make a difference if their cultural values are different from 

those of the dominant society. In essence, minority groups are expected to either adapt to 
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interventions that are designed for the majority, or their culture is seen as the reason why 

they are not able to benefit from such interventions.  

Ideational theories of culture clarify the process that is taking place when 

practitioners seek to culturally adapt interventions. According to this theoretical 

framework, cultures represent a system of ideas (Keesing, 1974). This theoretical 

framework includes three major sub-theories. The first, culture as cognitive systems, 

asserts that cultures are a system or organization of knowledge. The second, cultures as 

structural systems, has at its core the premise that cultures are shared symbolic systems 

created in the mind. The third, and the one that most effectively explains the interaction 

between practitioners and clients from minority groups, is culture as symbolic systems. 

The culture as symbolic systems approach looks at cultures as being systems of 

shared symbols and meanings. Gertz (1973) suggests these symbols and meanings are 

shared by social actors  and are used to interpret the reality of everyday life. One example 

that is relevant to this study is the meaning that Mexican Americans sometimes ascribe to 

mental illness (i.e. being crazy). If the individual holds a culturally derived meaning that 

being depressed is synonymous to being crazy, the stigma that is attached to this meaning 

may prevent them from seeking treatment from certain sources or even from seeking 

treatment. A cultural adaptation that is needed to address this is to explore with the client 

what their understanding is of mental illness and what sources of care are acceptable. 

Thus practitioners must first understand the psychosocial frame of the client and then find 

some means to either change the frame or accommodate to the frame. 
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The major principles that emerge from the symbolic systems approach are: (1) to 

understand culture or a given event, one must first understand internal models of reality; 

(2) meanings are shared by people who have different conceptions of culture; (3) in order 

to understand cultural change and diversity, one must see that cultures exist within a 

social ecosystem (Keesing, 1974). 

This approach sheds light on why it may be therapeutic for interventions to be 

culturally adapted for minority groups. Given the ideational theory of culture, culture is 

experienced as a series of symbols and meanings that are assigned to beliefs, practices 

and values by cultural groups. This raises the question of whether it is important for 

practitioners to provide interventions that are culturally relevant to minority groups by  

(a) becoming aware of these symbols and meanings, (b) exploring these symbols and 

meanings with their clients, (c) and culturally adapting interventions in order to engage 

and retain minority clients in treatment. 

Culture as a Tool Kit 

As the study of culture evolved, Swidler (1986) developed a framework derived 

from the symbolic view of culture that includes three elements. The first involves looking 

at “culture as a ‘tool kit’ of symbols, stories, rituals, and world-views, which people may 

use in varying configurations to solve different kinds of problems” (p. 273). The second 

involves looking at culture as focusing on strategies of action. The third involves looking 

at culture as providing cultural components that are used to construct strategies of action 

rather than as defining ends of action. Swidler’s framework moves the study of culture 

from an abstract level to a more practical level, as she talks about culture as something 
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that one can understand and use to provide effective interventions. In other words, if one 

embraces Swidler’s idea, one could propose that clients come to practitioners with their 

own “tool kit” of symbols, stories, rituals, and world-views. In turn, practitioners must 

learn ways to decipher these tool kits in order to work with their clients more effectively. 

Culture as a Dynamic Process 

Lopez and Guarnaccia (2000) brought the study of culture a step forward with 

their notion that seeing culture as values, beliefs and practices has important limitations. 

They argue that this definition of culture implies that culture lies within individuals 

(psychological nature of culture). These authors propose that culture should be seen as a 

product of the interaction of the psychological world and the social world. They add that 

culture should also be seen as a dynamic ongoing process that changes as the social world 

changes. And thirdly, they suggest that any viable definition of culture acknowledges that 

individuals participate in establishing their social worlds (Lopez & Guarnaccia, 2000). 

This view propels the definition of culture away from being seen as something static that 

is possessed by individuals to a more dynamic construct that is constantly being 

influenced by what takes place in the environment.  

Culture and the Helping Process 

Winkelman (2005) presents a set of approaches that provide a comprehensive 

view of the impact of culture on groups of people. The three major approaches he 

outlines are the Process-Stage Approach, the Strengths Perspective and the Cultural 

Systems Perspective. The Process-Stage Approach supports the cultural adaptation of 

interventions in that it looks at culture as critical in every stage of the helping process. It 
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proposes that problem background knowledge, problem identification and assessment, 

development of intervention plans and termination are all based in culture. In this 

approach, cultural knowledge is seen as essential because “resolving problems requires 

an understanding of the client’s perspective on the putative problem and the realistic and 

acceptable solutions from the perspective of the individual and his/her social group” (p. 

7). In other words, the client and his/her cultural group must consider solutions to be 

appropriate if plans to resolve problems are to prove successful. 

The strengths perspective focuses on understanding the cultural dimensions of 

clients and their relationships and access to resources of the broader society in order to 

provide effective services. This approach moves away from the traditional social work 

approaches that focus on client dysfunction and looks at the client’s cultural system and 

its goals and values to build effective mutually respectful helping relationships 

(Winkelman, 2005). Similarly, the Cultural systems perspectives provide models for 

linking individuals and their behavior to adaptation to numerous environments. The 

psychocultural model is one example. This model was developed by Whiting and 

Whiting (1995) and considers the primary elements affecting culture to be history, 

environment, the cultural system, the child-rearing environment, innate needs and 

projective systems. 

Culturally Grounded Perspective 

Marsiglia and Kulis (2009) bring together decades of work in the study of culture 

with their discussion on culturally grounded social work. These authors broaden the 

understanding of culture by defining it as “both an outcome and a process that arises from 
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the meaningful interaction of people. Culture is often defined as a group’s distinctive way 

of life as reflected in its language, values and norms of behavior” (p.3). More 

specifically, culture is presented by these authors as being “an identifiable grouping of 

shared values, traditions, norms, and customs that guide how people think and behave in 

a community” (p. 25). In addition, they highlight a paradox: culture can present barriers 

for minorities if not understood, but on the other hand, can be “a source of strength and 

inspiration that helps people cope with the daily stressors they face” (p. 3). In addition, 

they propose that the study of culture is a multi-dimensional phenomenon that must be 

understood within its context, history, geographic location, as well as, the 

intersectionality of culture with social class, ethnicity, religion, language, gender, sexual 

orientation, age, and ability status. With this in mind, the authors propose that the way to 

provide effective interventions is to use the culturally grounded perspective. The 

culturally grounded perspective takes the study of culture from an abstract concept to 

outlining very specific tasks that must be accomplished in order to increase the 

effectiveness of social work interventions. Marsiglia and Kulis present the work of Sue 

(1998) as they outline the components of the culturally grounded perspective. The three 

major components of the culturally grounded perspective are: 

1.  Hypothesis testing: the use of cultural knowledge about groups in a tentative, 
exploratory fashion without arriving at any definitive or premature 
conclusions about clients or their cultures (remember social context and 
intersectionality). 
 

2. Dynamic sizing:  the ability to know when to generalize certain attitudes and 
behaviors exhibited by the client to other members of the same identity group 
(i.e. when certain norms or behaviors are culturally based and may be 
common to others in the identity group) and when to individualize (i.e. when 
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they are a function of the client’s personality and there is no cultural 
explanation for such behaviors or attitudes). 

 
3. Culturally specific expertise: the ability to work effectively with individuals 

from a particular culture and the possession of skills and abilities to develop 
rapport, to have a strong client-worker alliance, and to achieve the desired 
outcomes when working with members of that group (i.e. becoming a 
bicultural practitioner) (p. 178). 

 
An understanding of the components of the culturally grounded perspective  leads 

to an awareness that the cultural adaptation of interventions is essential in becoming an 

effective practitioner. This contemporary approach is the basis for understanding the 

cultural adaption process and the impetus for this dissertation study. 

THE CONTEXT OF MEXICAN AMERICAN CULTURE  

U.S. Mainstream American Culture 

For decades the United States/American culture was described as a melting pot of 

various cultures, but very little was written outlining any of its specific cultural 

characteristics. In recent years, however, authors describe cultural values such as 

individualism, autonomy, competition, future orientation, and mastery of the environment 

as being prominent in the Anglo-American culture, which is the largest group comprising 

American culture (Atkinson, Morten, Sue, 1998; Kim, 2007; Sue & Sue, 2003; Triandis, 

1988). The term Anglo-American is used for individuals from British descent, while the 

term European American is used to identify individuals of Dutch, German, or Irish 

descent (or from other European countries). 

Several studies have attempted to identify Anglo-American cultural 

characteristics. Casas and Mann (1996) outline Anglo-American cultural characteristics 
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as independence, directness/openness, youth orientation, competition, and change. Hodge 

(2005) describes such traits as individualism, separateness, self-determination, 

independence, self-actualization, personal achievement and success, identity rooted in 

sexuality and work, egalitarian gender roles and material orientation. In fact, Brammer 

(2004) asserts that the Puritan work ethic still permeates much of the “white” culture. 

Brammer adds that Anglo Americans tend to view any show of emotion as a lack of 

personal strength, focus on the nuclear family, and view themselves as dominant in their 

relationship to the natural world. 

Individualism is one of the traits that sets Anglo-Americans and others who 

embrace the values of the mainstream culture apart from most other minority groups, who 

tend to be collectivist in nature (Triandis, 1988). Individualism is defined as emotional 

independence from groups, lack of attention to the view of others, little concern for 

family and relatives and tendencies towards competition (Hofstede, 1980; Triandis, 

McCusker, & Hui, 1990). Collectivists, on the other hand, tend to see the self as an aspect 

of a group and value interdependence. Collectivists emphasize the goals and needs of the 

group, over individual goals and needs (Gudykunst, Yoon, & Nishida, 1987). 

Kirschner (1990) presents an analysis of three Anglo-American values in 

contemporary psychoanalytic developmental psychology. In her discourse, she discusses 

self-reliance, self-direction and verbal expression as being Anglo-American 

characteristics. Kirschner states the definition of self-reliance as being “to not depend 

upon another for care or for the regulation of one’s self-esteem” (p. 842). The definition 

of self-direction presented in her article is “that one should know what is in one’s heart 
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and mind and that one should make choices and (insofar as possible) live one’s life in 

accord with these inner beliefs and feelings, rather than in compliance with some external 

standard with another person’s wishes” (p. 846). In regards to dealing with difficult 

situations, Anglo-Americans are said to view showing emotions as a lack of personal 

strength and believing that issues and struggles are within the self (Brammer, 2004). In 

other words, everyone has the capacity to overcome any problem by individual effort. 

As is true when exploring any cultural group, the Anglo-American culture should 

not be described as being all inclusive and absolute. Croll (2007) cautions that 

socioeconomic factors should always be considered when describing the Anglo-

American culture, as income and education may play a role in how some people 

experience and demonstrate cultural characteristics. In addition, it is important to note 

that geographic location may also play a role on how Anglo-Americans express their 

culture. For example, McGill and Pearce (1982) describe four major regions of the 

United States: East, Midwest, West and Appalachia. The Eastern Anglo-American is 

described as placing a high value on control of their emotional life and on high 

achievement. In addition, self-actualization is of utmost importance to the eastern Anglo-

American, as well as, public service. Bartzell (1979) describes the eastern Anglo-

American as being motivated by living up to past family standards. 

The Midwestern Anglo-American  is described as a close-knit, agrarian, who has 

more of a small town, rural culture. The Midwestern Anglo-American places a high value 

on being productive and doing their duty. Hard work and productivity are seen as tied to 

moral legitimacy and responsibility in the eyes of God. The western Anglo-American 
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measures success based on how successful they are in making their children independent 

and unlike themselves. Failure is defined as maintaining too much contact with or living 

too close to their children or family. The Anglo-American in the Appalachian region (e.g. 

Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia, and North Carolina) is described as 

having a mistrust of strangers and a fear of losing their independence and self-

sufficiency. In addition, Anglo-Americans in the Appalachian region have tight extensive 

kinship systems (McGill & Pearce, 1982). 

The Anglo-American culture is representative of the mainstream culture of the 

United States. However, belonging to a minority group does not preclude individuals 

from embracing the values of the U.S. mainstream  culture. Values such as individualism, 

independence, and autonomy are the most prominent in the U.S. mainstream culture, 

even though there might be some regional variations. This dissertation examines the 

acculturation process of Mexican Americans, both U.S.-born and foreign-born, into this 

U.S. mainstream  culture. 

Mexican Culture  

According to the Instituto Nacional de Estadistica, Geografia e Informatica 

(Mexican Census Bureau), the population in Mexico reached 97,483,412 in the year 

2000. Understanding the diversity of people in Mexico is key because it provides insight 

into the diverse group of people that is immigrating to the United States from Mexico. In 

fact, forty-three percent of the growth in the foreign-born population in the United States 

between 1990 and 2000 was due to immigrants from Mexico (Camarota & McArdle, 

2003).  
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The population of Mexico is heterogeneous. The county has undergone decades of 

immigration from various parts of the world. Mainstream Mexico is a combination of  

influences from Europe and the Orient that result in a culture full of historical influences 

in some parts and purely Indian in others (LaFayette de Mente, 1996). For example, 

influences from Spain can be seen throughout Mexico in art and architecture, in 

combination with Meso-American influences of art and architecture from the Mayan and 

Aztec civilizations. Mexico’s many paradoxes include the omnipresent influence of 

Catholicism mixed with the pagan soul of the people; the brutality of the criminal and the 

rogue cop mixed with the gentle humility of the poor farmer; the warmth, kindness and 

compassion of the average city dweller mixed with the masculinity cult (Lafayette de 

Mente, 1996). 

Spanish is Mexico’s official language, but there are different dialects in various 

regions. There are 94 indigenous languages still spoken in Mexico (INEGI, 2000). The 

indigenous language Nahuatl is the predominant indigenous language spoken (22.9%), 

followed by the Mayan language (14.3%). Of the 24.8 million households in Mexico, 2 

million households speak indigenous languages, equaling approximately 6 million 

people. The proportion of people in Yucatan who speak an indigenous language is 51.6%, 

in Oaxaca 44.3%, in Quintana Roo 29.3% and Chiapas 29.1 (INEGI, 2005).  

Mexican people on the northern Mexican border are highly influenced by 

American culture. For example, it is not uncommon to see American holidays such as 

Halloween celebrated in this area, a custom that is not seen as you travel further south 

into Mexico. Mexican people who live in Baja California, along the Pacific Coast, and in 
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the Yucatan Penninsula are highly influenced by living near the ocean and their lifestyle 

may be that of fishermen and boating.  

Mexico City is a vast and sophisticated metropolitan region that has for over five 

hundred years served as the capitol of Mexico and the seat of the paramount power in that 

area of North America during the Aztec period. Mexico City has a population of nearly 9 

million people (INEGI, 2000). Mexico City and Chihuahua City, have an abundance of 

people who are Mestizo (mixed Spanish and Indian descent). In these cities it is not 

uncommon to see people of tall stature, with light skin, light brown hair and green or blue 

eyes. Mexican people in these areas are known to be more urbanized and assertive.  

Monterey and Chihuahua City are younger cities with greater average prosperity 

with economies tied to industrialization, mining and ranching. People from these cities 

tend to be urbanized and business-oriented. On the other hand, southern states such as 

Yucatan, Oaxaca, Chiapas, and Quintana Roo have more indigenous people whose 

phenotype is that of a small stature, dark skin, and thick dark hair. These people are 

known to be more passive and soft-spoken. 

The cultural characteristics of Mexicans are associated with the hundreds of years 

of adaptation as a result of being a historically conquered nation (LaFayette de Mente, 

1996). One of the predominant cultural characteristics of Mexican people is that they are 

exceptionally emotional. This cultural characteristic is demonstrated in their songs, 

dances, and aspects of their interpersonal behavior. In addition, Mexicans tend to put 

more emphasis on a person’s inner qualities than how hard they work. Humor has been 

historically used to cope with pain and continues to color Mexican life. Gender roles are 
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well defined in Mexico, especially in the middle and lower-class families. Women, for 

the most part, are expected to  keep house and wait on the male members of the family. 

Similarly, Mexican healers (curanderas) tend to be women as they have historically also 

fulfilled the role of midwives (LaFayette de Mente, 1996). 

Mexican American Culture: An Amalgamation of Cultures 

The Mexican American culture can be characterized as an amalgamation (a fusion 

of two groups to form a new culture) that results  when the Mexican culture and the U.S. 

Mexican culture intersect. Despite the wide range of cultural characteristics that are seen 

in Mexican Americans several key characteristics are described in the literature as being 

prominent. Examining these characteristics sets the stage for understanding the 

differences and similarities between the Mexican American culture and the U.S. 

mainstream culture (see Table 3-1). The context of this amalgamation is set in the 

acculturation process. For example, Mexican Americans will differ in their customs, 

beliefs and behaviors based on their acculturation level. They range from very traditional, 

holding strong ties to Mexican traditional characteristics, to more urbanized and 

capitalist, resembling the U.S. mainstream culture. 

Familism or familismo is characterized by strong family closeness and loyalty in 

Mexican American families (Alvidrez & Bean, 1976; Mindel, 1980). For some  

traditional, Mexican Americans, family includes a network of formal and informal 

relations that are considered the center of an individual’s psychosocial world (Holleran & 

Waller, 2003). This phenomenon is demonstrated in family members’ behavior 

(behavioral familism) in the amount of visiting that takes place, particularly in the home 
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of the matriarch (either mother or grandmother). It is not uncommon for Mexican 

American families to live in close proximity and visit one another several times per week. 

A second way in which familism is demonstrated is what is called attitudinal familism in 

which families make decisions in a collective manner and they protect one another from 

outside forces. Familism includes the sharing of caretaking and disciplining of children, 

financial responsibility, companionship, emotional support and problem solving (Falicov, 

1982). 

Deference to authority, also known as abiding by a rigid hierarchical structure is  

identified in the literature as another prominent cultural characteristic of traditional 

Mexican Americans. Mexican American children are raised with very strict boundaries 

between themselves and their parents (Falicov, 1982). Respect is expected and is defined 

as a relationship involving a “highly emotionalized dependence and dutifulness, within a 

fairly authoritarian framework” (Diaz-Guerrero, 1975, p. 140). This way of relating to 

those considered to be in power is later translated into having a high deference to 

authority in school and in the work place (Hofstede, 1980). For some Mexican Americans 

this characteristic may lead them to be passive towards authority figures. Similarly, a 

high degree of deference may lead Mexican Americans to expect health care 

professionals to be highly directive and to act as experts (Poonam, 2002). 

Other cultural characteristics that are associated with Mexican Americans are 

“present-orientedness” and “fatalism”. Poonam (2002) writes that unlike the dominant 

U.S. culture, Hispanic cultures generally focus more on the past (tradition) and present,  
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Table 3-1 Comparison of Cultural Norms and Values 

Aspect of Culture Mainstream U.S. Culture Mexican Culture 
 
Greetings 
 

 
Informal, handshake 

 
Formal embrace, handshake 
 

Communication and 
language 

Explicit, direct communication; 
emphasis on content 

Implicit,  indirect 
communication; emphasis on 
context (meaning found around 
words) 
 

Dress and appearance Dress-for-success ideal; wide 
range in accepted dress  

Dress is seen as a sign of one’s 
position, wealth, and prestige 
(religious rules may apply) 

 
Food and eating habits 

 
Eating as a necessity 

 
Dining as a social experience 
 

Time and time 
consciousness 

Linear and exact time 
consciousness; value on 
promptness (time = money) 

Elastic and relative time 
consciousness; time spent 
enjoying relationships 
 

Relationships, family 
friends 

Focus on nuclear family; 
responsibility for self; value 
placed on youth; age seen as 
handicap 

Focus on extended family; 
loyalty and responsibility to 
family, age given status and 
respect 
 

Values and norms 
Individual orientation; 
independence; preference for 
direct confrontation of conflict 

Respect for authority, social 
hierarchies, and social order; 
individuals accept their destiny; 
different roles for men and 
women 
 

Mental processes and 
learning style 

Linear, logical, sequential, 
problem-solving focus 

Lateral, holistic, simultaneous; 
acceptance of life’s difficulties 
 

Work habits and practices Emphasis on task; rewards based 
on individual achievement; work 
has intrinsic value 

Emphasis on relationships; 
rewards based on seniority, 
relationships, work is a 
necessity of life 
 

Source: Adapted from Gardenshwartz, L. & Rowe, A., 2006. Managing diversity survival guide: 
A complete collection of checklists, activities and tips. Burr Ridge, IL: Irwin Professional. 
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rather than the future. In addition, the idea of “fatalism” can be seen in some more 

traditional Mexican Americans who do not feel they have control over their environment. 

One author proposes that historically, people in Mexico have been in a position of 

powerlessness and have learned to accept things as they come. He adds that the term “ni 

modo” (oh well) has become a culturally conditioned attitude, reinforced by religion 

(Lafayette De Mente, 1996). 

Three cultural characteristics that describe how some Mexican Americans relate 

to others  are “formalidad”(formality), simpatia “(congeniality)“ and personalismo 

(personalism). Lafayette De Mente (1996) writes that just as Americans pride themselves 

on their informality, Mexicans are  proud of their more formal behavior and regard it as 

one of the most important aspects of their culture. This formality is evidenced by 

Mexican Americans who prefer to be greeted with a handshake and by the use of the 

more formal version of “you” in the Spanish language (usted) that is customarily used 

initially to address new acquaintances. Simpatia emphasizes the need for behaviors that 

promote pleasant and non-conflicting social relationships (Triandis, Marin, Lisansky, and 

Betancourt, 1984). The term personalismo has to do with some Mexican Americans’ 

focus on relationships rather than on tasks (Levine & Padilla, 1980). 

Two predominant cultural characteristics associated with gender roles for 

traditional Mexican Americans are machismo and marianismo. Machismo refers to the 

male role that is demonstrated by some Mexican American men. The negative aspects of 

machismo are bravado, physical aggression, womanizing and philandering. The positive 

aspects of machismo are identified as honor, being a good provider, being a good 
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protector, moral courage, and responsibility (Torres & Solberg, 2002). Marianismo is a 

concept that portrays women as spiritually superior to men and therefore can endure all 

suffering inflicted by men. This concept takes its name from the cult of the Virgin Mary 

in the Catholic tradition and was first identified by Stevens in 1973 (Marsiglia & 

Holleran, 1999). 

Cultural Characteristics of the Study Population: Mexican Americans in El Paso 

The Mexican American population in El Paso is as diverse as that of Mexico 

itself. People in El Paso may be at various stages of acculturation ranging from adhering 

to their heritage culture, being bicultural, being prone to the contemporary mainstream 

culture values, or being marginalized. Even though Spanish is the predominant language 

spoken in the city, there are variations ranging from proper business Spanish to a mixture 

of Spanglish (sentences with English and Spanish words interspersed) and Calo (Chicano 

slang that is an adaptation of Spanish, English and  indigenous languages). Some of the 

major issues faced by the people in El Paso are low educational attainment, low 

employment opportunities, low income, and poor access to both mental health and 

medical care.  

Despite the heavy influence from the Anglo-American culture that exists in El 

Paso, it is unlikely the area will ever become completely acculturated because of the 

close proximity to Mexico and the continuous influx of people from Mexico. Mexican 

Americans continue to be one of the least assimilated ethnic group in the United States, 

even after several generations. Consequently, the El Paso area will always be a 

community in transition. This presents challenges to Mexican American individuals and 
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families. Mexican American individuals may find themselves having to reconcile values 

from two different worlds. Gloria Andalzua (1987), a prominent Mexican American 

writer, posits  “cradled in one culture, sandwiched between two cultures, straddling all 

three cultures and their value systems….a struggle of flesh, a struggle of borders” (p. 78). 

Changes in gender roles may also take place as individuals pass through the 

acculturative process. These changes in gender roles can  pose challenges to individuals 

as they move from a hierarchical relationship structure to a more egalitarian structure 

(Leaper & Valin, 1996). One example is when Mexican females want to move away from 

being submissive to their husbands and seek autonomy. Another example is when young 

Mexican females wish to leave the home to seek a career.  

Another challenge that may result from the acculturation process is that Mexican 

immigrant parents may experience conflicts with their children if their children  

acculturate at a faster rate. Conflicts may occur related to  traditional Mexican values and 

U.S. mainstream values. This in turn can lead to intergenerational stresses that result in 

maladaptive behaviors (Gil, Tubman, &Wagner, 2001; Gil & Vega, 1996; Szapocznik, 

Scopetta, Kurtines, & Andrade, 1978; Vega et al., 1986) . The challenges that result from 

the acculturation  process in the El Paso area raises the question of whether practitioners 

should utilize interventions that are culturally relevant in order to assist families in 

managing these issues. 
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ACCULTURATION  

 The acculturation process is a very complex phenomenon that has been studied 

for decades. Early definitions of acculturation described it as a process that takes place at 

the cultural level when “groups of individuals having different cultures come into 

continued first-hand contact, with subsequent changes in the original culture patterns of 

either or both groups…(Redfield, Linton, & Herskovits, 1936, p. 149). The Social 

Science Research Council (1954) later defined it as: 

Cultural change that is initiated by the conjunction of two or more 

autonomous cultural systems. Acculturative change may be the 

consequence of direct cultural transmission; it may be derived 

from non-cultural causes, such as ecological or demographic 

modification induced by an impinging culture; it may be delayed, 

as with internal adjustments following upon the acceptance of 

alien traits or patterns; or it may be a reactive adaptation of traditional 

modes of life. (p. 974) 

Graves (1967) later presented the concept of psychological acculturation which 

refers to the changes an individual goes through in the culture contact situation. This 

dissertation focuses on the acculturation process at the psychological level as 

acculturation is examined as it relates to individual response to treatment for depression. 

Another concept that is found in contemporary literature on acculturation is the concept 

of situational acculturation. Trimble (1989) proposes that the changes that take place 

during the acculturation process depend on the persons’ situation. Mendoza (1984) 

suggests that people can acculturate at various rates in different areas of their life (i.e. 

religion, dress, customs). 
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Contemporary views on acculturation have moved away from looking at it as a 

unilinear unidimentional process  to a more multilinear, multidimensional process. Berry 

and his colleagues (1986) propose that the course of adaptation an individual goes 

through is comprised of two orthogonal processes:  (a) adaptation to the norms of the new 

culture and (b) maintenance of the norms of the indigenous culture. Kim and Abreu 

(2001) term the second process enculturation to describe the process of being socialized 

into and retaining one’s indigenous cultural norms. The acculturation process can happen 

in different ways for different members of the same ethnic group. Sue (2005) writes that 

acculturation cannot be understood without considering the person’s environment and the 

person-environment match. Trimble (2005) adds the concept of situational acculturation 

and points out that people will acculturate differently depending on their circumstances. 

Marsiglia and Kulis (2009) contribute the importance of considering the impact of social 

class, power and prestige on the acculturation process. Furthermore, they pose the 

example of how a White middle-class young person has the option of adopting the dress 

and language of  Mexican American or African American classmates, while the minority 

group member may find it necessary to adopt such aspects of the mainstream culture in 

order to advance academically and professionally. 

The study of acculturation has evolved to an understanding that there may be 

different elements of a person’s culture of origin and the host culture at any given time 

(an orthogonal view of acculturation). This means a person’s acculturation should not be 

described in degree or level because  doing this implies it is a unilinear process (Berry, 

2005). Cuellar and his collaborators (1995) discuss the orthogonal measure of 

acculturation in which acculturation is plotted on four quadrants. By doing this, an 

individual’s acculturation can be seen as having a wide range of cultural characteristics 
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from their culture of origin and a wide range of cultural characteristics from the host 

culture. These authors  to captured the orthogonal measure of acculturation by modifying 

the Acculturation Rating Scale for Mexican Americans-II (ARSMA-II). The modified 

scale measures the presence of cultural aspects that a person  possesses simultaneously 

from the Mexican culture and the U.S. mainstream culture. 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF THE ACCULTURATION PROCESS   

Bronfenbrenner’s ecological framework (1979) is useful in explaining the 

acculturation process. In this framework, the individual is seen as influencing and 

contributing to the environmental context in a systemic, reciprocal manner (Songtang, 

1996). In this theoretical perspective environment is defined as any event or condition 

outside the person that either influences or is influenced by the developing person 

(Bronfenbrenner & Couter, 1983). Interactions, according to Bronfenbrenner, are the 

exchanges that take place between an active human organism and the persons, objects, 

and symbols in its immediate environment, which become progressively more complex 

and are reciprocal in nature (Bronfenbrenner, 1994).  

The acculturation process involves exactly what Bronfenbrenner describes in the 

ecological framework. For Mexican Americans, more specifically this occurs when they 

immigrate or are born into families of Mexican origin. The individual then begins to 

interact with the environment and this reciprocal process takes place. The individual then 

participates in the process of deciding which values, ideas, or behaviors they will 

internalize from their environment. As the individual internalizes more of the values, 

ideas, or behaviors of the host environment, they become more like the host environment, 

and thus more acculturated. 
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Bronfenbrenner (1994) continued to fine-tune and add to his theoretical 

perspective. One of his recent additions is the concept of ecological niches. By ecological 

niches, he refers to “particular regions in the environment that are especially favorable or 

unfavorable to the development of individuals with particular personal characteristics” 

(p.194). The concept of ecological niches fits well with the argument that evidence-based 

practices should be culturally adapted to create an environment that is favorable for 

Mexican American individuals to develop. The idea is that culturally adapting 

interventions creates an environment that is favorable for the development of Mexican 

Americans who possess particular cultural characteristics. 

Alex Gitterman and Carel Germain  (1976) wrote about the ecological perspective 

as it relates to the social work profession in the Life Model. Their work proposed that 

social workers focus equally on the individual clients and the environments they inhabit. 

These two authors proposed that all forms of life strive toward a goodness-of-fit with 

their environment and that people and their environments are interdependent and 

complementary (Germain & Gitterman, 1979). The  goodness-of-fit argument is highly 

aligned with current views on acculturation that are moving towards including 

environmental factors in assessing the impact of acculturation on mental health. 

Nonetheless, the Life Model sets part of the foundation for understanding the question 

that this dissertation sets to answer:  Does culturally adapting evidence-based practices 

make a difference for people of color? More specifically, does culturally adapted 

cognitive behavioral therapy result in different outcomes for Mexican Americans 

suffering from depression based on their acculturation?   
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Modes of Acculturation  

Several modes of acculturation are identified in the literature. Assimilation is a 

mode of acculturation that is described as being a process in which individuals lose their 

original cultural identity as they acquire a new identity in a second culture (Berry, 1980; 

LaFromboise, Hardin, Coleman & Gerton, 1993). Others have referred to this as a 

“cultural shift” (Mendoza & Martinez, 1981). Integration as defined by Berry (1980) 

refers to developing a bicultural orientation that successfully integrates cultural aspects of 

the acculturating group and the host group, making the individual feel a sense of 

identification and comfort with both groups. Separation or “cultural resistance” 

(Mendoza & Martinez, 1981) is a mode of acculturation in which the individual chooses 

not to identify with another cultural group and to retain a separate ethnic identification. 

Lastly, marginalization, as presented by Park (1928) and Stonequist (1937),  is a state in 

which individuals give up their original cultural identity and then discover that they are 

rejected by the group to which they are acculturating. 

Measures of Acculturation 

The debate about which elements should be explored when defining the 

acculturation process has grown throughout the years. As a result, researchers have been 

criticized for measuring acculturation based on a single proxy variable such as language 

preference, place of birth, social preference, or preference in food and music. Critics state 

that the impact of factors such as immigration experience, discrimination, socioeconomic 

and educational factors should also be explored (Chun, Organista, Marin, 2002). At this 

time the instruments that are available to measure acculturation have very narrow 

measures in place. Some examples are the Hispanic Background Scale which measures 

language use, the Bicultural Involvement Questionnaire which measures language 
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preference, the Bidimensional Acculturation Scale which measures language proficiency, 

the Cultural life Styles Inventory which measures social preference and the Behavioral 

Acculturation Scale which measures preferences in food and music (Chun et al., 2002). 

The Acculturation Scale for Mexican Americans-II (ARSMA-II) was used in this 

dissertation study. The ARSMA-II is a validated instrument that measures acculturation 

orthogonally. The ARSMA-II measures acculturation by measuring four dimensions: 

language preference and use, ethnic identity, customs, and social affiliations (Cuellar, 

Maldonado, & Arnold, 1995). The psychometric properties of this scale will be described 

later.  

Literature on the relationship between acculturation and mental health points to 

higher acculturated individuals having a higher incidence of psychiatric disorders 

(Escobar et al., 2000; Vega et al., 1998). The same is found in the substance abuse 

literature that looks at the relationship of acculturation level and incidence of drug use 

(Gil et al., 2001; Vega & Gil, 1998; Vega et al., 1998). These findings support the 

argument that culture may play a role as a protective  factor for some minority groups and 

that some individuals become more susceptible to depression, anxiety, drug use, and 

negative expectations of the future as they become more acculturated (Vega & Alegria, 

2001). This dissertation study adopts this idea as it proposes that acculturation  influences 

how Mexican Americans respond to treatment for depression.  

Acculturation of Mexican Americans in El Paso 

This dissertation is relevant and timely because the population of people of 

Mexican descent continues to grow in large numbers and the influx of people from 

Mexico will continue because of the close proximity of Mexico to the United States. The 

impact of acculturation on Mexican people is very important because Mexican people 
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tend to hold on to their cultural characteristics for generations after they immigrate to the 

United States. El Paso is an ideal place to conduct this research because of the 

predominance of people of Mexican descent. The purpose of this dissertation study is to 

examine the impact acculturation has on how well Mexican Americans respond to mental 

health treatment, more specifically Cognitive Behavioral Therapy. 

COGNITIVE BEHAVIOR THERAPY  

Major Assumptions 

The group of therapies known as cognitive therapies (CT) and cognitive 

behavioral therapies (CBT) are based on the notion that thinking plays a role in the 

etiology and maintenance of some mental disorders (Hollon & Beck, 2004). The various 

interventions that fall under these two groups of therapies such as cognitive therapy (CT; 

Beck, 1991), rational emotive therapy (RET; Ellis, 1962), stress inoculation training 

(SIT; Meichenbaum, 1985), and problem-solving training (PST; D’Zurilla & Goldfried, 

1971) are so similar that they are known by most under the general rubric of CBT 

(Hollon & Beck, 2004). The main difference in all of these approaches is how much 

emphasis is placed on cognitions rather than on behavioral interventions. 

Aaron Beck’s CT also known as CBT is the intervention under examination for 

this study. Beck developed  this approach in the 1960’s when he began to suspect that his 

patient’s problems stemmed from distorted interpretations of events. Beck developed his 

theory of therapy based on the patterns of thinking and behaving expressed by his 

patients. Beck wrote, in his early writings (Beck, 1979) that he believed people have a 

source of data available to them that helps them define and cope with psychological 

problems. He asserted that people are able to use basic common-sense strategies to deal 
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with everyday life. He added that when these common-sense strategies fail, people seek 

help outside themselves to either learn or regain these common-sense strategies.  

Beck found that “automatic thoughts” are present in mental processes and that 

these thoughts can become a source of problems when they become distorted. Beck wrote 

that the sources of  automatic thoughts are the self-monitoring and self-instruction that 

takes place in every person’s mind (Beck, 1979). Self-monitoring involves the way 

people monitor their thoughts, wishes, feelings, and actions. At times this self-monitoring 

can lead to maladaptive reactions when people over monitor themselves or have a deficit 

in self-monitoring. Self-instructions involve verbal messages directing behavior. 

Problems arise when self-instructions become over mobilized and are manifested in a 

preoccupation with a wide range of “shoulds". In addition, the theory proposes that  

“automatic thoughts” are based on underlying schemas which are “deep cognitive 

structures that enable an individual to interpret his or her experiences in a meaningful 

way” (Persons, Davidson, & Tompkins, 2001). 

Automatic thoughts can also result from what Beck calls “anticipations”. People 

may anticipate that something bad is going to happen or may try to predict others’ 

reactions. These anticipations can also turn into a source of distress for some people. 

Related to this are what Beck calls “rules” which he describes as internal signals that 

guide how people react to specific situations. These “rules” guide overt actions and form 

the basis for specific interpretations, expectations and self-instructions (Beck, 1979).  

A third component of Beck’s theory is that there are public and private meanings 

that people attach to situations or objects. Public meanings are the formal and objective 

definitions of an event that do not have any personal significance or connotation attached 

to them. Private meanings are attached when people judge that situations or objects have 
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particular relevance to them. These private meanings can in turn lead to specific 

emotions.  

Beck outlines several frameworks from which to view emotions. Sadness is seen 

as resulting from a loss of some kind. Conversely, euphoria and excitation arise from a 

perception or expectation of a gain. Anxiety stems from the real or imaginary threat of 

danger to safety, health or psychological state of a person. And, anger can be produced by 

intentional or unintentional transgressions, indirect transgressions, or hypothetical 

transgressions (Beck, 1979). Intentional transgressions take place when people are 

deliberately attacked in the form of a physical attack, criticism, coercion, thwarting, 

rejection, deprivation or opposition. Unintentional transgressions take place when a 

person perceives that his/her rights are being violated. Indirect transgressions that may 

lead to anger are characterized by actions that indirectly expose a person to self-

devaluation. Some examples are when people talk about their successes and this angers 

others, or a man becomes furious when his girlfriend chats in an animated way with 

another man. Hypothetical transgressions may evoke anger in a person when the person 

places the same weight on what could happen as if it did happen. One example is when a 

person becomes angry about a speeding car and thinks “What if I had been crossing the 

street at that time.”  To summarize, Beck writes that different emotions will arise 

depending on the meaning attached to an event (Beck, 1979).  

CBT also makes assumptions about the nature of certain conditions. According to 

CBT, depression is caused by a sense of loss, which leads to the cognitive triad. The 

cognitive triad involves the three themes of basic ideation in depression: 1) events are 

interpreted negatively, 2) depressed individuals dislike themselves, and 3) the future is 

appraised negatively. Beck views the fundamental ideas in depression as being too 
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absolute, too broad or extreme, or too arbitrary. Beck (1983) identified two types of 

depressed people. One is the dependent type who is vulnerable to depression after a loss 

or rejection because they hold schemas such as “I must be loved by others or I’m 

worthless”. The other is the autonomous type who is vulnerable to depression after a loss 

of independence or failure because they hold schemas such as “I must be independent or 

accomplish significant achievements or else I am worthless”. 

Beck describes factors underlying distorted cognitions. Beck believes that direct 

and indirect distortions of reality, as well as, illogical thinking such as 

overgeneralizations lead to problems (Beck, 1979). One example of distortions of reality 

is when a person states, “I’m a burden to my family.”  One example of an 

overgeneralization is when a person states “my whole house is falling apart,” when in 

reality there are only a few things that need to be repaired.  

As Beck’s approach evolved a cognitive model for CBT developed. This 

cognitive model presents the relationship between a person’s appraisal of stimuli and the 

resulting emotional, physical and behavioral reactions (Beck, 1964; Ellis, 1962). In other 

words, a person will react to a situation based on their interpretation of the situation. By 

the 1980’s, Aaron Beck’s CBT became a: 

system of psychotherapy that consisted of 1) a theory of personality and     

psychopathology with solid empirical findings to support  its basic postulates 2) a 

model of psychotherapy with sets of principles and strategies that blended with 

the theory of psychopathology, and 3) solid empirical findings based on clinical 

outcome studies to support the efficacy of this approach. (Beck, J., 1995, p. vii)  
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Main Interventions 

Beck’s theory of cognitive therapy looks at the interaction between behaviors, 

cognition and mood. The theory proposes that a change in one will result in a change in 

the other two in a reciprocal causal association (Persons et al., 2001). CBT is a time-

limited, structured therapy that requires the therapist to be active and directive (Beck, 

1979). Psychoeducation is a major part of CBT and the therapist plays the role of a 

teacher (Persons et al., 2001). The therapy involves several interventions that were 

developed to increase a depressed person’s activity level, change cognitions and change 

their mood as a result. 

The first is activity scheduling, which is a simple intervention where the client and 

the therapist develop a list of activities for the client to carry out. It is recommended this 

be one of the first interventions in treatment because “it can help elevate mood by 

providing direct evidence to disconfirm depressed patients’ negative automatic thoughts 

and schemas” (Persons et al., 2001, p. 90). An activity scheduling worksheet can be used 

initially to bring awareness to the client and therapist of problematic times or situations in 

the client’s daily routine. The worksheet can also be used to record behavioral 

experiments, increase activity level, increase pleasure and mastery activities, record 

graded task assignments and schedule behavior plans that support adaptive thinking 

(Persons et al., 2001).  

Teaching clients to identify cognitive distortions  is another intervention in CBT 

that helps clients shift to more reasonable, realistic modes of thinking. The best way to do 

this is to provide clients with a list of thinking errors and help them identify when they 

use these thinking errors. The therapist can help normalize thinking errors by using 

everyday examples of how everyone uses them. Most depressed people find this 

reassuring. 
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The cognitive restructuring intervention is used to help clients (a) identify a 

situation that affected their mood adversely; (b) identify and rate the emotions associated 

with the situation; (c) identify the automatic thoughts that took place as a result of the 

situation; (d) identify the thinking errors the client is using; (e) evaluate the automatic 

thoughts by looking at the evidence for and evidence against the automatic thoughts; (f) 

and develop a more accurate thought about the event based on the evidence identified. 

Socratic questioning is the major tool used by the therapist to assist the client in 

achieving each  of these steps. Socratic questioning is questioning that helps clients arrive 

at a view of a situation that would be useful to them (Beck, 1979). Socratic questioning is 

more useful than lecturing because most people do not like to be told what they “should” 

think. 

CBT and Depression 

Beck’s approach to CBT has been studied and shown effective in more 

randomized clinical trials (RTCs) than any other psychosocial treatments for depression 

(Agency for Health Care Policy and Research, 1993). Numerous empirical studies have 

been conducted to examine the efficacy of cognitive behavioral therapy to treat 

depression. These studies found CBT to be more effective than no treatment and as 

effective as antidepressant medication (Agency for Health Care Policy and Research, 

1993).  “Cognitive behavioral therapy is generally recognized as the ‘treatment of choice’ 

for depression” (Prochaska & Norcross, 2007). Dobson (1989) found cognitive 

behavioral therapy to be superior to no treatment. Other studies have found it to be 

efficacious for inpatient samples as well (Prochaska & Norcross, 2007, p. 449). Studies to 

examine whether CBT is more effective than medications in treating depression have  

varied findings. Earlier studies which were found to have inappropriate implementation 
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of medications found CBT to be superior. More recent  studies in which the 

administration of medications was appropriately implemented found CBT had no 

advantage over drugs (Hollon et al., 1992; Murphy, Simons, Wetzel & Lustman, 1984). 

The American Psychiatric Association (2000) concluded that CBT is effective in treating 

less severe depressions but medications are preferred in treating more severely depressed 

patients.  

Persons et al., (2001) concluded the following about CBT from their review of the 

literature: 

• CBT is one of the few psychosocial treatments for depression that has been 

shown effective in RTCs. 

• CBT has been shown to provide effective treatment for depression in more 

RCTs than any other psychosocial treatment. 

• CBT has been shown to be as effective as a well-validated treatment (e.g., 

antidepressant medication). 

• CBT has been shown to be superior to antidepressant medication in 

preventing relapse in depressed patient. 

• CBT is cost effective. 

 CBT and Mexican Americans 

There is a paucity of literature on the effectiveness of CBT with Mexican 

Americans diagnosed with depression. A few studies have been conducted examining the 

effectiveness of CBT with Hispanics, but with samples that involved Puerto Ricans 

(Comas-Diaz, 1981; Rossello & Bernal, 1999). One study was found that  examined the 

effectiveness of CBT with panic disorders (Sanderson, Raue, & Wetzler, 1998). Another 

study evaluated a cognitive-behavioral school based program for pregnant adolescent 
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Mexican Americans (Harris & Franklin, 2003). Most CBT outcome studies have been 

conducted on predominantly White, middle-class, and well-educated patients (Organista 

et al., 1994).  

The Depression Clinic at San Francisco General Hospital has taken the lead in 

developing CBT interventions for Mexican Americans with depression. As discussed 

earlier, four major projects were developed at that facility to address depression in their 

Spanish-speaking population:  the Depression Prevention Research Project, CBT Group 

Treatment Manuals for Depression, the Mood Management Intervention for Methadone 

Maintenance Patients, and the Mood Management Intervention for Psychiatric Inpatients. 

All four projects showed positive outcomes in preventing depression or lowering 

depression scores for the participants.  

Another study that was conducted at San Francisco General Hospital sampled 175 

low-income and minority, depressed medical outpatients and found that depression scores 

were reduced from pre to post treatment after using CBT as the intervention (Organista et 

al., 1994). The sample was comprised of 44.4% Spanish-speaking Latinos, 18% African-

Americans and 34.6% Whites. The study involved a retrospective review of clinic charts 

for a 3-year period. The study conducted by Muñoz and his collaborator (1995) on the 

effectiveness of culturally adapted CBT for groups in the Depression Prevention 

Research Project showed that 133 out of 139 participants were depression free after one 

year. The results of these two studies satisfy the requirement for CBT to be considered a 

probably efficacious treatment for depression for Latinos (Zane, Hall, Sue, Young, and 

Nuñez, 2004) 

Sanderson et al. (1998) conducted a study evaluating the effectiveness of CBT for 

panic disorder in a clinical setting with an ethnically diverse population. Thirty patients 
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(53% Hispanic, 43% Caucasian, and 3% African American) with panic disorder received 

12 sessions of CBT. Results showed that 50% of the patients were panic-free at post 

treatment. There were no significant differences in response to treatment by race. 

Another outcome study examined the effectiveness of a cognitive-behavioral 

school-based group intervention with Mexican American pregnant and parenting 

adolescents (Harris & Franklin, 2003). The study involved cluster sampling of five high 

schools that had teenage parent programs. Eighty-five participants were randomly 

assigned to treatment or control groups and were given a pretest, posttest and 30-day 

follow-up. The participants underwent an eight-week, task-centered, cognitive-behavioral 

program using a curriculum called “Taking Charge”. The curriculum was developed to 

help adolescent Mexican American mothers improve social problem-solving skills, 

effective coping skills, and success in school. The treatment group showed a statistically 

significant improvement on all outcome measures at posttest and at the 30-day follow-up. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Methodology 

To recap, the objective of the study was to examine whether acculturation has an 

impact on how well Mexican Americans respond to mental health treatment. More 

specifically, the effects of culturally adapted cognitive behavioral therapy (CACBT) for  

two groups of Mexican Americans with depression who were at different stages of 

acculturation were observed. The study was divided into three research questions:  

1.   Is there a relationship between acculturation level and depression scores among  
 

  Mexican Americans? 
 

2.   Is CACBT effective in reducing depression scores  among Mexican Americans? 
 

3.   Does acculturation level mediate the effectiveness of CACBT treatment? 

This chapter outlines the components of the methodology utilized for this study. It 

includes a description of the study design, the setting where the study took place, and the 

procedure used for recruiting and screening study participants. In addition, an outline of 

the criteria used for respondent inclusion and group assignment is provided. A 

description of the instruments used for data collection is presented, including a 

depression scale, an acculturation measure, and a demographic client intake form. Finally 

a description of the culturally adapted intervention is detailed. 

STUDY OVERVIEW  

This study used a two-group pretest/posttest comparison group design model in 

order to test within group differences in the effectiveness of CACBT among two groups 

of  Mexican American adults at different stages of acculturation. The sampling consisted 

of a purposive nonprobability  sample of adults diagnosed with depression recruited from 
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Family Service of El Paso, an outpatient mental health center located in El Paso, Texas. 

Family Service of El Paso (FSEP) is a private non-profit organization that was founded in 

1893. The demographics of the clients served at this outpatient mental health center are 

as follows:  75% Hispanic, 17% White, 4% African American and 4% other. Clients 

served at the agency range from ages 4 to 80. Approximately 50% of clients seeking help 

at FSEP are in the range of 19 to 43 years of age. FSEP provides therapy services for 

individuals, couples and families. FSEP provides services for approximately 2,000 clients 

every year. In addition,  FSEP offers weekly parenting classes, marriage groups, and post 

adoption case management. 

Family Service of El Paso is one of five Texas sites that were selected to 

participate in an initiative titled “Cultural Adaptation: Providing Evidence-based 

Practices to Populations of Color” sponsored by the Hogg Foundation for Mental Health 

from The University of Texas at Austin. The purpose of this 3-year, 2.9 million dollar 

initiative was to identify effective ways to modify evidence-based practices in order to 

culturally adapt them for people of color. The Hogg Foundation study focused on process 

evaluation of the implementation of culturally adapted cognitive behavioral therapy at the 

different sites. The Hogg Foundation study was designed as a phenomenological 

qualitative study. The investigation for this dissertation, which was conducted 

independently from the larger study, adds a quantitative component to the Hogg 

evaluation, in order to study the effects of acculturation when using culturally adapted 

cognitive behavioral therapy. 

SETTING  

The setting for the study was the city of El Paso, Texas, one of the major border 

cities located along the 2000-mile U.S.-Mexico border. El Paso is located in the outmost 
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tip of West Texas. El Paso has the state of New Mexico to its west and Ciudad Juarez, 

Chihuahua, Mexico to the South. El Paso’s population was 755,085 in 2006 and Ciudad 

Juarez had a population of 1,563,973. Together, they  equal more than two million people 

(American Community Survey, 2005). El Paso and Juarez have often been referred to as 

the “twin cities” because they are socially, economically, and politically interdependent. 

In 2004, there was an average of 1,295,865 privately owned vehicles that crossed into El 

Paso from Juarez, Mexico and an average of 706,927 pedestrians that entered through the 

same ports of entry (U.S. Customs Service, 2004). The El Paso, Juarez, Southern New 

Mexico region is considered one of the largest manufacturing centers in North America, 

having 267,500 manufacturing workers. El Paso is home for more than 70 Fortune 500 

companies, including Hoover, Eureka, and Boeing (Regional Development Economic 

Corporation, 2008).  

The population breakdown in El Paso is 80% Hispanic or Latino of any race (75% 

are of Mexican descent), 15% White, 3.5% African American, 1.5% Asian, 1% American 

Indian and Alaska Native, and  0.1 Native Hawaiian and other Pacific Islander (American 

Community Survey, 2006). In addition, it is estimated that 26.9% of the El Paso 

population are foreign-born. The median household income in El Paso for 2006 was 

$33,103 and 23.6% of the population lived below the poverty level (American 

Community Survey, 2006). Approximately 20% of the population in El Paso attained a 

Bachelor’s degree or higher. The languages spoken are predominantly English and 

Spanish, with 29% of households speaking English only and 69% of the households 

speaking Spanish (U.S. Census Bureau, 2000). 
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PROCEDURE 

Prior to initiating data collection, approval from The University of Texas at 

Austin’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) for the protection of human subjects was 

obtained (Appendix A). In addition, approval was obtained from the Executive Director 

of Family Service of El Paso to conduct the study in the FSEP facility (Appendix B). 

Study participants for the dissertation were recruited in conjunction with the 

larger Hogg Foundation study. Individuals who called FSEP for mental health services 

were screened for eligibility into the larger Hogg Foundation study by the executive 

director, a Licensed Professional Counselor, based on information regarding income, 

ethnicity, and symptoms on the initial intake form (Appendix C). Of the individuals who 

consented to participate in the Hogg foundation study, a subsample who self-identified as 

Mexican or Mexican-American were invited to participate in the dissertation study. These 

consenting participants comprised the experimental treatment group and were routed to 

receive culturally adapted cognitive behavioral therapy by specially trained therapists 

who used a structured CBT protocol (Appendix D). Therapists for the treatment group 

were Masters level social workers or professional counselors. If the individual did not 

meet eligibility to participate in the Hogg Foundation study because they had insurance 

or Medicaid or could not be matched to a research therapist due to scheduling issues, the 

individual was asked to participate in the comparison group for this dissertation study. 

The participants of the comparison group received treatment as usual provided by a 

variety of individuals ranging from Licensed Professional Counselors to social work and 

counseling interns. Treatment as usual included supportive therapy, behavioral therapy, 

existential therapy, and narrative therapy, depending on the theoretical orientation of the 

individual providing therapy for the comparison group. Participants in the treatment 

group were adult Mexican Americans who were diagnosed with depression and who did 
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not have insurance, Medicare or Medicaid. On the other hand, participants in the 

comparison group were adult Mexican Americans who were diagnosed with depression 

who had insurance, Medicare, or Medicaid. 

PARTICIPANTS  

The participants in this study were individuals who self-identified as Mexican 

American or Mexican, male or female over the age of 18, and were diagnosed with 

depression. Both English and Spanish-speaking clients were recruited. Clients who were 

taking medication for depression or other physical ailments were included. Persons with 

comorbid mental diagnoses with psychotic features were excluded. Psychotic features 

were identified through clinical assessment conducted by the treating therapists at the 

time of the initial assessment and during the course of treatment using DSM-IV-TR 

criteria. Psychotic features are defined in the DSM-IV-TR as: 1) delusions 2) 

hallucinations 3) disorganized speech 4) grossly disorganized or catatonic behavior. The 

treating therapists were instructed to notify the principal investigator if a study participant 

presented the above-mentioned symptoms and the study participant was excluded from 

the study at that time. The principal investigator made the final determination as to 

whether an individual was included or excluded from the study.  

 Based on a power analysis, a minimum of 68 participants, with each group 

comprised of 34 were required to yield an effect size of .95. Using GPower (Faul et al., 

2007) to conduct a priori t test power analysis indicated that the sample size required for 

an α=0.05, power (1-β)=0.95, with 2 groups of an effect size of 0.9 is N=68. This analysis 
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suggests that with a total sample set at n=68, the study has an actual power of 95% of 

detecting a clinically meaningful difference in depression if there really is one. 

Participants were assigned to either a treatment group or a comparison group. The 

treatment group (n=48) received culturally adapted cognitive behavioral therapy. The 

comparison group (n=33) received treatment as usual. 

The theoretical population examined in this study was adult Mexican Americans 

with depression. The participants were between the ages of 18 and 84. All of the 

participants were either English or Spanish-speaking individuals recruited from FSEP. 

The target population included 236 potential participants who reported symptoms of 

depression during the intake process. Of the pool of 236, 71 individuals were not invited 

to participate due to the absence of trained agency staff at the time of the intake and 20 

were excluded because they did not meet criteria due to being minors, experiencing 

bereavement rather than depression, not scoring as depressed, or requiring marital or 

family counseling. Four individuals refused to participate in the study. A total of 141 

cases (of 145) were included in the study,  which resulted in a response rate of 97%. Of 

the 141 cases, 78 cases met criteria to be included in the treatment group and 63 cases 

met criteria to be included in the comparison group. Only respondents who were 

administered three Patient Health Questionnaires were included in the study, for a total 

sample of 81 cases. Of these, 48 met criteria to be placed in the treatment group and 33 

met criteria to be placed in the comparison group. 
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DATA MANAGEMENT  

Each participant completed a client information form, which all FSEP clients 

complete and is kept in the agency client folders. In addition, each participant completed 

a consent form, an Acculturation Rating Scale for Mexican Americans-II (ARSMA-II) 

and a Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9). Each case was then assigned an 

identification number and written in a master log. All questionnaires were reviewed for 

legibility, completeness, and adherence to the eligibility criteria listed in the study 

protocols. The ARSMA-II scales and the PHQ-9 questionnaires were reviewed for 

missing data. The identification number was written on all pages of the consent forms, as 

well as, on each page of the corresponding ARSMA-II scales and PHQ-9 questionnaires. 

The completed ARSMA-II scales and the PHQ-9’s were then separated  from the consent 

forms. All documents were kept in a locked cabinet at FSEP and only the principal 

investigator had access to these documents. 

A codebook was developed to assign numerical coding to selected demographic, 

cultural and clinical characteristics obtained from the client information form, the initial 

assessment form, the ARSMA-II and the PHQ-9 questionnaire. Dichotomous responses 

were coded numerically with a “0” and “1” and each non-continuous variable was given 

numerical codes for each of the possible indicators of the variable. For multivariate 

analyses, the ordinal level measures of age, education, and marital status were re-coded 

into dummy variables. Once the data was appropriately coded, it was entered directly into 

an SPSS data file. Table 4-1 provides the list of variables included in the analyses. The 
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study’s posttest variable was operationalized as the score on the last PHQ-9 obtained 

during the data collection period. 

Table 4-1. Variable Table 

Variable Name  Value Labels 
   

Dependent Variable 
 

  

     PHQ-9 Score  Scale (0-27) 

Independent Variables   
   

Raw acculturation score  Scale (-3.92 to 2.90) 
   

Group Assignment  0 = Comparison 
1 = Treatment 

Age  1 = 18-29 
2 = 30-39 
3 = 40-49 
4 = 50+ 

   
Sex  0 = Male 

1 = Female 
   

Marital Status  1 = Married 
2 = Separated 
3 = Single 

   
Level of education  1 = Less than High       

      School 
2 = High School 
3 = Some college 
4 = Bachelors 

   
Language Preference  1 = English 

2 = Spanish 
3 = English/Spanish 
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Table 4-1. Variable Table 

Variable Name  Value Labels 
Acculturation Level  1 = Very Mexican  

      Oriented 
2 = Mexican oriented to  
      approximately    
      balanced bicultural 
3 = Slightly Anglo  
      oriented bicultural 
4 = Strongly Anglo  
 
      oriented 
5 = Very assimilated;  
      Anglicized 

   
Generation Status  1 = First Generation 

2 = Second Generation 
3 = Third Generation 
4 = Fourth Generation 
5 = Fifth Generation 

   
Taking psychotropic  
Medications 

 0 = No 
1= Yes 

   
Previous therapy  0 = No 

1= Yes 
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INSTRUMENTS  

Depression Scale 

Measures of depression were collected using the Patient Health Questionnaire 

(PHQ-9) (Appendix E) in either English or Spanish. The instruments were administered 

by trained bilingual agency staff. Depression scores for the participants were measured 

during the initial therapy visit and every subsequent visit during the data collection 

period.  

The PHQ-9 is a self-administered 9-item instrument that measures both the 

presence of depression symptoms and severity of depression as a continuous measure 

(Martin, Rief, Klaiberg, & Braehler, 2006). Each item on the instrument pertains to one 

of the nine symptoms of depression as outlined in the DSM-IV-TR. The instrument is 

available in English and in Spanish and takes approximately ten minutes to administer. 

Although there are a number of scales that measure depression, the Patient Health 

Questionnaire (PHQ-9) was used for this study for several important reasons. After 

considering the Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II) and the Center for 

Epidemiological Studies Depression Screening Index (CES-D), the PHQ-9 was selected 

because of the ease of its administration and its availability in English and Spanish. 

Another criteria used for selecting the PHQ-9 was its availability in the public domain 

free of charge. Feasibility and cost issues were considered since FSEP is a non-profit 

organization. 

 Besides being brief and written in simple language, the PHQ-9 has good 

psychometric properties in both English and Spanish. The PHQ-9 in English has a 

sensitivity of 88% and a specificity of 88% for major depression. The internal reliability 

of the PHQ-9  is high with a Chronbach’s alpha of .89 (Kroenke, Spitzer, & Williams, 
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2001). The PHQ-9 in Spanish was found to have a sensitivity of 76% and specificity of 

86% in a sample of Spanish-speaking general hospital inpatients (Diez-Quevedo,  Rangil, 

Sanchez-Planell, Kroenke, & Spitzer, 2001).  

Acculturation Measure 

Acculturation was measured using the Acculturation Rating Scale for Mexican 

Americans-II (ARSMA-II) (Appendix F). Study participants completed Scale 1 of the 

Acculturation Rating Scale for Mexican Americans-II (ARSMA-II) (Cuellar et al., 1995). 

The ARSMA-II includes a section for identifying generation status. The section includes 

the criteria for the five generation statuses. Individuals who were born in Mexico are 

considered First Generation, all other generation statuses include individuals who were 

born in the United Status. 

The ARSMA-II is comprised of two scales. Scale 1 measures the integration and 

assimilation modes of acculturation through a self-administered 30-item Likert-type scale 

that poses questions regarding language use and preference, ethnic identity and 

classification, cultural heritage and ethnic behaviors and ethnic interaction. Participants 

are asked to select from (1) Not at all, (2) Very little or not very often, (3) Moderately, 

(4) Much or very often, and (5) Extremely often or almost always. Scale 1 is scored by 

calculating the mean for the Anglo-Orientation subscale (by adding items 2,4,7, 9, 10, 13, 

15, 16, 19, 23, 25, 27, and 30 and dividing the result by 13) and then calculating the mean 

for the Mexican-Orientation subscale (adding items 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 11, 12, 14, 17, 18, 20, 

21, 22, 24, 26, 28, and 29 and dividing the result by 17). The mean for the Mexican-

Orientation subscale is then subtracted from the mean for the Anglo-Orientation subscale 

to provide a raw acculturation score. This score is then compared to the acculturation 

level cutoff scores to identify an acculturation level.  
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The ARSMA-II is one of the most widely used instruments to measure 

acculturation in research. Since its development, the original ARSMA has been used in 

numerous studies measuring acculturation and has been used in the development of other 

acculturation scales (Cuellar et al., 1995) The ARSMA-II was selected for this study 

because the simplicity of the questions can be understood by people of low literacy and 

low English proficiency, which matches a large proportion of the population under study. 

In addition, it was selected because it is easy to administer and takes approximately 

fifteen minutes to complete. This scale fits well for a population that is depressed and has 

low energy.  

The ARSMA-II is available in both English and Spanish. The test-retest reliability 

of Scale 1 at one-week interval was found to be .96 and the concurrent validity with the 

original ARSMA is .89. Chronbach’s Alpha for the items on the scale is .86 for the items 

that comprise the Anglo Orientation Score and .88 for the items that comprise the 

Mexican Orientation Score (Cuellar et al., 1995). 

Demographic Data 

Measures of education level, gender,  age, marital status and language preference 

were collected from the agency’s Client Information Form (Appendix G). Measures of 

history of mental health treatment, medical conditions, medications used and comorbid 

psychiatric diagnoses were collected from the initial assessment form (Appendix H) that 

was completed by agency therapists.  

INTERVENTION  

For this study, Aaron Beck’s approach to cognitive behavioral therapy was 

culturally adapted for treating depression in Mexican Americans. In addition to 

modifications specific to cognitive behavioral therapy (CACBT), cultural adaptation also  
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involved broader adaptations to the organization where the study was administered. 

Figure 2 depicts the cultural adaptation model. First, as part of the Hogg Foundation 

study, ethnic group participation was obtained through focus groups. Second, the agency 

included existing culturally sensitive modifications to its  operation at the administrative 

and service delivery levels, as well as, in the delivery of therapy services. Some of the 

cultural adaptations to the agency were already in place at the time this research study 

began because of the geographic location of the agency on the US-Mexico border and the 

largely Mexican American population served. During this study the task at hand became 

to identify these cultural adaptations and put them in writing. 

It is important to note that the extensive existing modifications present at FSEP in 

order to make it more culturally responsive to its population are a limitation for the study. 

Specifically, while only the treatment group received culturally adaptive cognitive 

behavioral therapy, all participants shared the culturally adapted environment created by 

the agency.  

Participation of Ethnic Group Members in Study Development 

One of the adaptations in this project was the use of Mexican Americans in the 

development of the program. The Executive Director and research therapists who 

developed the adaptations were all Mexican Americans of various acculturation levels. In 

addition, a focus group was conducted in  June  2006 in which therapists conferred about 

what cultural adaptations should be made. Translation and regional adaptation of all 

written materials was done by research therapists. A focus group of Mexican American 

clients was held during year two of this project. Suggestions made by the participants of 
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Figure 2: Cultural Adaptation Model 
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this focus group were used to guide the cultural adaptation of CBT. In addition, research 

therapists met weekly to share cultural adaptations that were being used in therapy 

sessions.  

Existing Administrative and Service Delivery Adaptations 

Some of the cultural adaptations at the administrative level of the agency began 

ten years ago when the Executive Director made the commitment to make the Board of 

Directors more diverse and representative of the population being served. During a ten 

year span, the Board of Directors changed from being 75% White to being 75% Mexican 

American. This was possible due to the active efforts of the Executive Director. In 

addition, in order to account for issues of access, the agency’s mission statement became 

“to make services available to anyone in the El Paso area regardless of ability to pay”.   

Furthermore, changes in the agency’s by-laws were made to include culturally sensitive 

language and language that the Board members would be reflective of the community. 

Finally, the agency adopted a philosophical approach to target services to the poor and 

disadvantaged. 

 Cultural adaptations that were already present, and were solidified during this 

project were in the areas of language, time, location, financial, client/therapist matching, 

hiring practices, translation of anything in print, aesthetics of the facility and agency 

culture. 

Language 

Continued efforts were made at the agency to provide bilingual office staff, as well as 

clinical staff being that 80% of the clients at FSEP are Hispanic, predominantly of 

Mexican descent. Of these, 40% prefer treatment in Spanish and a smaller percentage 

require their therapy in English and Spanish since often members of the same family have 
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opposite command of languages. At the time of the study approximately 90% of the 

therapists, as well as, every employee with responsibility to answer telephones or provide 

customer service, were bilingual. 

Time 
Being that the availability of evening appointments is critical for this population, 

FSEP is opened from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday to Friday to be accessible to those with 

different needs. All therapists are required to have at least four evening appointments per 

week. 

Location 

FSEP relocated to a more centralized location in February 2005. This was a  

conscious decision based on client satisfaction surveys that indicated that the agency was 

too far west in the city. In addition, FSEP created outreach programs that take its services 

out to various communities. These services reach primarily Hispanic clients. 

 Financial 

FSEP charges clients on a sliding fee scale. Clients are charged 1/10 of one 

percent of their income. For example, if a client earns $12,000 per year their fee is 

$12.00. The agency has a policy that no one will be turned away due to not being able to 

pay. FSEP seeks funding to be able to provide services at no charge to clients. 

Client/therapist Matching 

Eight variables are used when matching clients and therapists for case assignment.  
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The Executive Director of FSEP looks at language, gender, ethnicity, age, time 

availability, expertise in problem, payment source, and acculturation level when 

determining which therapist will be assigned to each client. 

Hiring Practices 

The FSEP administration works diligently in the recruitment and retention of 

bilingual staff, as well as, of staff from various acculturation levels, in order to meet the 

needs of the diverse Hispanic population that it serves. 

Translation of Written Materials 

All written material at FSEP is translated into Spanish that is used in the El Paso 

border region. These translations are a collaborative effort among therapists who are 

bilingual and familiar with the language from the region. 

Aesthetics of the Facility 

The agency provides a family atmosphere by providing coffee and other 

beverages to clients. A waiting room equipped with a television that is set to Spanish 

channels is available with an adjacent playroom for children. The playroom has glass 

walls so that office staff can supervise children while adults attend therapy. The waiting 

room is furnished with Spanish materials for clients and family members to read. It is not 

uncommon for adult clients to be accompanied by their mothers or other family members. 

This is considered a common occurrence at the agency and all family is welcomed. 

Agency Culture 

FSEP provides a family-like atmosphere for clients and their families. Everyone is 

welcome to visit the agency’s kitchen for a cup of coffee or to use the facility microwave 
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if needed. Clients and their families have been known to purchase meals from the daily 

vendor that visits the agency and to enjoy meals with their families in the agency waiting 

room. 

Adaptations made to Clinical Services 

The core elements of CBT remained intact during the cultural adaptation of in-

session delivery of CBT. The cultural adaptations that were made were with the purpose 

of making CBT more appealing to Mexican Americans. Cultural values were considered  

in therapy. Therapists for the treatment group received cultural competence training on 

the history of Mexico, immigration issues, Mexican and Mexican American cultural 

characteristics, and acculturation. Table 4-2 presents the core elements of CBT and 

CACBT used in this study. 

Familism and the collectivist approach were incorporated into the therapeutic 

process by not expecting clients to make decisions independently of their family. In 

addition, the client’s extended family was engaged in therapy if the client requested it. 

Therapists were cautious not to emphasize mainstream cultural values when the client 

had traditional Mexican American values. Clients were encouraged to disclose any 

religious or spiritual beliefs and these were acknowledged during therapy. Therapists 

were familiar with Mexican American beliefs regarding the supernatural and were open 

to discussing this with clients. 

Using knowledge of the groups’ acculturation issues was another cultural 

adaptation used during therapy. Treatment group therapists underwent training on 

acculturation issues and were cognizant of the impact these issues can have on families 
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with members at different stages of acculturation. Issues of racism, prejudice and 

discrimination were discussed openly and explored by therapists. 

 

Table 4-2: Comparison of CBT and CACBT 

CBT CACBT 

Core Elements: Core Elements of CBT 

• Psychoeducation + 

• Behavior Therapy 

-Behavior Activation 

-Activity Scheduling 

-Graded Tasks 

 

Cultural Values 

• Cognitive Therapy 

-CBT Model 

-Cognitive Distortions 

-Cognitive Restructuring 

• Social Skills Training 

-Assertiveness Training 

-Stress Management 

 

+ 

 

Language Adaptations 

 

+ 

 

Adjunct to Therapy 

                

 Personalismo was incorporated by allowing time for informal chit-chat rather 

than “getting down to business”. The length of therapy sessions was flexible to meet the 

more flexible time orientation that some Mexican Americans hold. Time was spent 
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exploring clients’ views of therapy. Therapy was described as being “platicas” or talks to 

decrease the myth that people who seek treatment are “crazy”.  Clients’ past experience 

with therapy and their views of mental health treatment were discussed during the initial 

therapy session to gain an understanding of  clients’ viewpoint. 

Therapy sessions were bilingual or monolingual in English or Spanish depending 

on the client’s preference. Therapists used Spanish that is commonly used in the El Paso 

area. Code switching was welcomed by therapists and was found to be a bonding factor 

in the clinical session. Therapists found that clients would help them when they did not 

know a particular word in Spanish. Therapists were able to assess what level of Spanish 

their client required and would move from Calo, a slang form of  Spanish, to Spanglish, 

to  more formal Spanish when needed (Aguilar Melantzon, 1989; Burciaga, 1993; 

Fuentes, 1974). Interventions were simplified and presented in very concrete ways taking 

into consideration that some clients only attended primary school in Mexico.  

Another cultural adaptation was the use of culturally relevant examples in 

therapy. Therapists understood the dilemma that some Mexican Americans deal with in 

trying to negotiate between their culture of origin and the mainstream culture. With this 

in mind, therapists were able to explore with clients whether some of their distorted 

cognitions were based on trying to find their place in the world. One therapist reported 

exploring with a client the schema of “what a Mexican mother should be”. This allowed 

the therapist and the client to explore the evidence for and the evidence against what it 

means to be a good mother. 

Although, CBT requires homework assignments, therapists were flexible with 

requiring homework for Mexican American women, taking into account that gender 

expectations for them sometimes impose many responsibilities for caregiving. Women 
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who reported having small children and many domestic responsibilities, were given time 

during the therapy  session to complete  their homework.  

Mexican sayings and metaphors were used in therapy. The therapeutic use of 

“dichos” or metaphors is supported by various writers (Bettelheim, 1977; Gordon, 1978; 

Littman, 1985). Metaphors are described as infusing life with worth, value purpose and 

meaning (Lankton & Lankton, 1989). For Mexican Americans and other Latino cultures, 

metaphors involve cultural beliefs and ideals imbedded in figurative language that 

describe the human conditions. Using metaphors that are familiar to Mexican Americans 

can mitigate resistance, enhance motivation and reframe problems (Zuniga, 1992). 

Clients were encouraged to use familiar sayings in order to reframe cognitions, which is 

one of the goals of CBT. 

In CACBT, Mexican dichos were used when asking clients to find alternative 

explanations for events to replace negative or unhealthy schemas. The use of metaphors 

was useful because it  helped clients conceptualize ideas and reframe negative cognitions 

in terms that were familiar to them. Conversely, Mexican metaphors that conveyed 

distorted cognitions were used as opportunities for exploration. When metaphors that 

carry negative cognitions emerged as being part of a client’s automatics thoughts, 

cognitive restructuring was used by CBT therapists to evaluate and replace the distorted 

cognitions with accurate ones. For example, at times the therapist would use a Mexican 

saying to make a point with clients in a way that made sense to them. Such as in the case 

of a newly diagnosed dialysis patient who was feeling worthless. The therapist for this 

client used the Mexican saying “hoy por mi, mañana por ti” (today for me, tomorrow for 

you) and was able to help the client understand that it was his turn to accept help from 

others without feeling shame. Many other Mexican sayings were incorporated into the 

therapy sessions (Appendix I). 
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Folk healing or curanderismo were explored as possible resources in helping 

clients. If a therapist judged that folk healing was part of a client’s belief system, the 

therapist would discuss this as possible treatment for client. Therapists discussed the 

impact of folk healing on their clients during weekly meetings. Therapists learned from 

one another about the different beliefs related to folk healing and curanderismo. 

Adjunct to therapy  

A Masters level case manager was available to meet with clients who were 

identified by their therapists as needing assistance in accessing other services. The case 

manager provided assistance with accessing food, clothing, furniture and providing 

transportation when needed to access medical or psychiatric evaluation services. The case 

manager accompanied clients who were having difficulty accessing the local county 

mental health services and helped them navigate through this complex system by 

providing interpreter services and information. The case manager accompanied clients to 

medical/psychiatric appointments and served as an advocate for clients. In addition, the 

case manager conducted home visits and outreach to clients as needed. 

TREATMENT FIDELITY  

Treatment fidelity was increased by having research therapists undergo 56 hours 

of training in cognitive behavioral therapy using a standardized manual that outlined a 

protocol of 10 sessions of CBT. Weekly meetings were held with research therapists and 

the clinical director of the agency to discuss cultural adaptations that were taking place 

during therapy sessions. Peer supervision was implemented to provide research therapists 

with feedback about their competence in CBT and cultural adaptations. A CBT expert 
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conducted weekly supervision with research therapists on how to adhere strictly to the 

CBT model structure. Research therapists recorded audiotapes of their sessions and 

submitted them to the CBT expert for review and feedback. Research therapists were 

blind to the research hypotheses in order to decrease the possibility of researcher bias. 

Trained bilingual agency staff obtained consent forms in order to decrease the probability 

that the therapeutic relationship was tainted by whether or not a client agreed to 

participate in the study. 

DATA ANALYSIS PLAN  

Analyses were conducted to obtain descriptive statistics. Graphic illustrations 

were used to check for any logical inconsistencies, values outside the expected ranges, 

and accuracy of the data. Frequency tables and histograms were examined for normal 

curve distributions. Second, frequency tables were run to determine the frequency for 

each demographic, cultural and clinical variable. Third, t-tests (independent and paired) 

were used to examine within and between group changes in depression scores from 

pretest to posttest measures. A correlation matrix was used to determine the strength of 

the association between independent variables and to help identify key variables of 

interest to be included in multivariate analyses. Finally, using  ordinary least squares 

regression, incremental models were constructed to determine the effect of CACBT on 

depression as a function of acculturation. Initial models tested for direct effects between 

main independent variables and the dependent variable. Subsequent models tested for the 

direct effect between depression and demographic, cultural and clinical characteristics. A 

final model tested for the interaction of effect of acculturation and group, when 
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controlling for selected demographic and clinical variables. Figure 3 shows the analysis 

plan that was used in this study. 

Research question #1: “Is there a relationship between acculturation level and 

depression scores among Mexican Americans?” was answered using independent t test 

and simple linear regression analyses. Research question #2: “Is CACBT effective in 

reducing depression scores among Mexican Americans?” was answered using 

independent and paired  t-test and simple linear regression. Research question #3: “Does 

acculturation level mediate the effectiveness of CACBT treatment?” was answered using 

OLS multiple regression. 
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Figure 3: Analysis Plan 
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CHAPTER 5 

Results 

 The purpose of this study was to determine whether the effects of culturally 

adapted  cognitive behavioral therapy varies according to acculturation level in Mexican 

American adults diagnosed with depression. To investigate this problem, the study was 

divided into three parts. First, the relationship between acculturation level and pretest 

depression scores among Mexican Americans being treated with CACBT was studied. 

Second, the study examined whether CACBT was effective in reducing posttest 

depression scores. Finally, analyses examined the mediating role of acculturation  on the 

effectiveness of CACBT treatment. This chapter begins with descriptive and correlation 

analysis of the data. 

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSES 

Descriptive analyses included running a set of analyses to examine differences 

between treatment and comparison groups on selected demographic, cultural and clinical 

characteristics. In addition, a set of analyses was run to examine differences between 

participants and nonparticipants on selected demographic, cultural and clinical 

characteristics. Finally, descriptive statistics considered the frequency distribution of 

demographic, cultural and clinical characteristics for the treatment and comparison 

groups. 
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Comparison of Treatment and Comparison Groups 

In order to rule out sampling biases between the treatment and comparison 

groups, a set of  analyses examined differences for selected demographic (age, gender, 

and education), cultural (acculturation and generation status), and clinical characteristics 

(psychiatric medications, previous therapy, medical conditions, and comorbid psychiatric 

diagnosis). No significant differences were found between the groups on demographic, 

cultural or clinical characteristics. Further analyses examined the differences between 

participants and nonparticipants (due to attrition, non eligibility, or incomplete data). 

These analyses examined differences for selected demographic (age, gender, and 

education), cultural (acculturation and generation status), and clinical characteristics 

(psychiatric medications,  previous therapy, medical conditions, and comorbid psychiatric 

diagnosis). No significant differences were found between participants and 

nonparticipants.  

Demographic Characteristics 

Table 5-1 details the demographic characteristics of the sample, including gender, 

education, age and marital status. The sample consisted predominantly of female 

participants (85.2%). The treatment group was comprised of 87.5% female participants 

and the comparison group was comprised of 81.8% female participants. With regard to 

level of education, 18.5% reported having less than a high school diploma, 24.7% 

reported having their high school diploma or GED, 23.5% reported having some college, 

and 9.9% reported having a college degree. The education distribution for the sample  
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Table 5-1. Descriptive Statistics:   Demographic Characteristics (n=81 ) 

Demographic 
Characteristics 

Total Treatment Comparison 

    
Gender 
 
   Male 
 
   Female 

     

 
 

14.8% (12) 
 

85.2% (69) 

 
 

12.5%   (6) 
 

87.5% (42) 

 
 

18.2%   (6) 
 

81.8% (27) 

Level of Education 
 
    Less than High                       
    School 
 
    High School 
 
    Some College 
 
    College Graduate 
 

 

 
 

18.5% (15) 
 
 

24.7% (20) 
 

23.5% (19) 
 

9.9%   (8) 

 
 

18.8%   (9) 
 
 

25.0% (12) 
 

20.8% (10) 
 

10.4%   (5) 

 
 

18.2%  (6) 
 
 

24.2%   (8) 
 

27.3%   (9) 
 

9.1%   (3) 
 

Mean Agea 41 41 37 
    
Age 
 
     18 – 29 
 
     30 – 39 
 
     40 – 49 
 
     50+ 
 

 
 

30.9% (25) 
 

21.0% (17) 
 

19.8% (16) 
 

28.4% (23) 

 
 

27.4% (13) 
 

22.9% (11) 
 

18.8%   (9) 
 

31.2% (15) 

 
 

36.4% (12) 
 

18.2%  (6) 
 

21.2%  (7) 
 

24.2%  (8) 

Marital Status 
 
     Married 
 
     Separated 
 
     Single 

 
 

23.5% (19) 
 

32.1% (26) 
 

44.4% (36) 
 

 
 

27.1% (13) 
 

25.0% (12) 
 

47.9% (23) 

 
 

18.2%  (6) 
 

42.4% (14) 
 

39.4% (13) 

 
Note. Proportions and n provided. 
 
a Range is 18-84. 
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under study was consistent with the education distribution for the Hispanic population as 

reported in the 2000 U.S. Census Bureau (U.S. Census Bureau, 2000). The mean age of 

the total participants for this study was 41. The mean age for participants in the treatment 

group was 41. The mean age for participants in the comparison group was 37. With 

regard to age percentages, 30.9% of the participants reported being 18 to 29, while 28.4% 

reported being older than 50. The largest age group for the treatment group was 50+ 

(31.2%) and the largest age group for the comparison group was 18 to 29 (36.4%). In 

addition, 23.5% of the participants reported being married or cohabitating, 32.1% 

reported being separated or divorced, and 44.4% reported being single including widows 

or widowers. The largest marital status group for the treatment group was single (47.9%) 

and the largest marital status group for the comparison group was separated (42.4%). 

Cultural Characteristics 

Table 5-2 provides descriptive statistics for measures related to culture included 

in the study: acculturation level, generation status, and  language preference. As shown in 

Table 5-2, approximately 38% of the participants scored as being very Mexican oriented 

(acculturation Level I) on the ARSMA-II, while approximately 28% scored as being 

Mexican oriented to approximately balanced bicultural (acculturation Level II). The 

smallest percentage of the participants (9%) scored in the slightly Anglo oriented 

(acculturation Level IV) or very assimilated/Anglicized (acculturation level V) of the 

ARSMA-II. On average, participants of the treatment group were lower acculturated than 

participants of the comparison group (50% versus 21% acculturation level I). These 

results are consistent with other studies of acculturation in this population (Alderete et al., 
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2000; Gonzalez et al., 2001). With regard to generation status, approximately 48% of the 

participants reported being born in Mexico (First Generation) and approximately 33% 

reported being born in the United States with either parent being born in Mexico or 

another country (Second Generation). Approximately 17% of the participants reported 

being third, fourth or fifth generation U.S.-born. A higher percentage of participants of 

the treatment group were of First Generation status than of the comparison group (54% 

versus 39%). When asked to select language preference for therapy, approximately 42% 

of the participants preferred therapy in English, approximately 56% preferred therapy in 

Spanish, while approximately 3% preferred therapy in both English and Spanish. A 

higher percentage of treatment group participants (65%) preferred therapy in Spanish 

than comparison group participants (42%). The high number of participants preferring 

therapy in Spanish may be due to large numbers of predominantly Spanish-speaking 

participants (Sue et al., 1991) or a large number of participants who preferred therapy in 

their native language because they prefer to express emotional content in their native 

language (Altarriba & Bauer, 1998; Altarriba & Santiago-Rivera, 1994). 
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Table 5-2  Descriptive Statistics:   Cultural Characteristics of  (n=81 ) 

Cultural Characteristics Total Treatment Comparison 
    

Acculturation  Level 
 
      Very Mexican       
      Oriented 
      
      Mexican oriented   
      to approximately          
      balanced  bicultural 
       
      Slightly Anglo      
      oriented 
      Bicultural 
    
      Strongly Anglo       
      oriented 

 
      Very assimilated/         
      Anglicized 

 

 
 

38.3% (31) 
 
 
 

28.4% (23) 
 
 
 

23.5% (19) 
 
 

7.4%  (6) 
 
 

1.2%  (1) 

 
 

50.0% (24) 
 
 
 

25.0% (12) 
 
 
 

14.6%  (7) 
 
 

8.3%    (4) 
 
 
0 

 
 

21.2%  (7) 
 
 
 

33.3% (11) 
 
 
 

36.4% (12) 
 
 

6.1%   (2) 
 
 

3.0%   (1) 

Acculturation Level (Mean)a 0 -1 0 
    
Generation Status 
 
      First Generation 
 
      Second Generation 
 
      Third Generation 
 
      Fourth Generation 
 
      Fifth Generation 
    

 
 

48.1% (39) 
 

33.3% (27) 
 

6.2%   (5) 
 

7.4%   (6) 
 

3.7%   (3) 

 
 

54.2%  (26) 
 

33.3%  (16) 
 

6.2%   (3) 
 

4.3%   (2) 
 
0 

 
 

39.4% (13) 
 

33.3% (11) 
 

6.1%     (2) 
 

12.0%   (4) 
 

9.1%     (3) 

Language Preference 
 
     English 
     
     Spanish 
 
     English/Spanish 

 

 
 

42.0% (34) 
 

55.6% (45) 
 

2.5%    (2) 

 
 

33.3% (16) 
 

64.6% (31) 
 

2.1%     (1) 

 
 

54.5% (18) 
 

42.4% (14) 
 

3.0%     (1) 

 
Note. Proportions and n provided. 
 
a Range is -3.92 to 2.90. 
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 Clinical Characteristics 
 
 Table 5-3 details the descriptive statistics for the clinical variables, including: 

PHQ-9 score, psychotropic medications, and previous therapy. On average, study 

participants tended to be moderately depressed (Mean=15) for both the treatment group 

and comparison group. Approximately 20% of the participants had mild depression, 

while 26% had severe depression. A higher percentage of comparison group participants 

reported mild depression (24% versus 17%). A higher percentage of treatment group 

participants reported severe depression than comparison group participants (29% versus 

21%). With regard to taking psychotropic medication at the time of their first therapy 

session, approximately 27% of the participants reported taking psychotropic medications, 

while approximately 68% reported they were not taking any psychotropic medications. 

Treatment group participants and comparison group participants reported use of 

psychotropic medications at approximately the same rates. Approximately 40% of the 

participants reported having a history of previous therapy, while approximately 56% 

reported never participating in therapy. A higher percentage of comparison group 

participants reported history of previous therapy (49%) than treatment group participants 

(33%).  
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Table 5-3. Descriptive Statistics:   Clinical Characteristics (n=81) 

Cultural Characteristics Total Treatment Comparison 
 
PHQ-9 Score  
 
      Mild depression  
 
      Moderate        
      depression 
 
      Moderately        
      severe                  
      depression 
 
      Severe     
      depression 
 
 

 
 
 

19.8% (16) 
 
 

30.9% (25) 
 
 
 

23.5% (19) 
 
 

25.9% (21) 
 

 
 
 

16.7%   (8) 
 
 

33.3% (16) 
 
 
 

20.8% (10) 
 
 

29.2% (14) 

 
 
 

24.2% (8) 
 
 

27.3% (9) 
 
 
 

27.3% (9) 
 
 

21.2% (7) 

PHQ-9 Score (Mean)a 15 15 14 
 

Psychotropic Meds  
       
      No 
   
      Yes 

 
 

67.9% (55) 
 

27.2% (22) 

 
 

66.7% (32) 
 

27.2% (13) 
 

 
 

69.7% (23) 
 

27.3%   (9) 

 
Previous Therapy 
 
      No 
 
      Yes 
 
 

 
 
 

55.6% (45) 
 

39.5% (32) 

 
 
 

60.4% (29) 
 

33.3% (16) 
 

 
 
 

48.5% (16) 
 

48.5% (16) 

 

Note. Proportions and n provided. 

a Range is 0 to 27. 
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In summary, the sample for this study was comprised predominantly of females. 

Most of the participants had below a college education. In addition, most of the 

participants were single. Overall this sample was similar to the demographic 

characteristics of the general Mexican American population. Related to cultural 

characteristics, study participants tended to be predominantly low acculturated, with 67% 

scoring as being Level I and Level II acculturation on the ARSMA-II. A higher 

percentage of treatment group participants were of Level I and Level II acculturation 

(75%) than comparison group participants (55%). Finally, more study participants stated 

they preferred to receive therapy in Spanish (56%), with the largest percentage being in 

the treatment group (65%). 

 The clinical profile of study participants was that a higher percentage was 

moderately depressed (31%). There was no significant difference in mean depression 

scores between treatment and comparison group. In the overall sample, 27% reported 

taking psychotropic medications at the onset of treatment. Treatment group participants 

and comparison group participants reported taking psychotropic medications at about the 

same rates. In addition, more than half of the participants reported never having previous 

therapy.  

CORRELATION ANALYSIS  

A set of correlation analyses were run to test the strength of the association 

between independent variables and the dependent variable. Pearson correlation analysis 

was used for continuous measure variables. Spearman Rho correlation analysis was used 

for categorical variables. These patterns address specific research questions. The results 
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of these correlation analyses were also used to determine which variables to load into the 

regression model.  

Table 5-4 reveals patterns that emerged from these correlation analyses. Related 

to acculturation, Table 5-4 shows that study participants in the comparison group tended 

to be more acculturated than study participants from the treatment group (rs=.258, p<.05). 

In addition, older study participants were less acculturated (r=-.434, p<.01). As expected, 

those with a higher generation status were more acculturated (rs=.721, p<.01). Related to 

generation status, comparison group participants were more likely to be of higher 

generation status (rs=.268, p<.05). Younger participants were also more likely to be of 

higher generation status (rs=-.222, p<.05). Moreover, language preference seems to be an 

important factor. For example, older participants were more likely to prefer therapy in 

Spanish (rs=.281, p<.05). Lower acculturated participants were more likely to prefer 

therapy in Spanish (rs=-.666, p<.01) and participants with higher education were more 

likely to prefer therapy in English (rs=-.231, p<.05). In addition, participants who 

preferred therapy in Spanish were less likely to report having a history of previous 

therapy (rs=.347, p<.05).  

Several significant correlations were associated with the clinical variables. 

Related to age, younger participants were less likely to use psychotropic medications  

(rs=-.342, p<.05) and had more education (rs=-.283, p<.05). Several correlations were 

found related to reporting a history of previous therapy. Those participants who reported 

using psychotropic medications were more likely to report a history of previous therapy 

(rs=.283, p<.05). Those participants with more education were less likely to report a 
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history of previous therapy (rs=-.240, p<.05). Finally, females were more likely to be of 

lower generation status (rs=-.258, p<.05).  
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Table 5-4. Correlation Matrix for Demographic, Cultural and Clinical Variables 

 
 ARSMA Group Age Edu Marital Sex Lang Gen Psych 

Meds 
Prev Ther 

ARSMA -- .258* -.434** .178 .281 -.161 -.666** .721** .048 -.153 

Group .258* -- -.086 .045 .002 -.079 -.185 .268* .008 -.144 

Age -.434** -.086 -- -.283* -.308** .043 .281* -.222* -.342** -.063 

Edu .178 .045 -.283* -- .116 -.151 -.231* .179 .000 -.240* 

Marital .281* .002 -.308** .116 -- -.065 -.326** .154 .310** -.111 

Sex -.161 -.079 .043 -.151 -.065 -- .017 -.258* .045 -.144 

Lang -.666** -.185 .281* -.231* -.326** .017 -- -.457** -.099 .347** 

Gen .721** .268* -.222* .179 .154 -.258* -.457** -- -.164 -.040 

Psych 
Meds 

.048 .008 -.342** .000 .310** .045 -.099 -.164 -- .283* 

 
Prev 
Ther 

 
-.153 

 
-.144 

 
-.063 

 
-.240* 

 
-.111 

 
-.144 

 
.347** 

 
-.040 

 
.283* 

 
-- 

           

*p<.05; **p<.01 
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MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS  

Research Question 1: Effect of Acculturation on Depression 

The first research question examines whether there is a relationship between 

acculturation level and depression scores among Mexican Americans. An independent t-

test and simple linear regression analyses found no significant relationship between 

pretest depression scores and level of acculturation.  

Table 5-5 considers the direct effect between acculturation and pretest depression 

scores. Model 1 shows there was no significant relationship between acculturation and 

depression scores (R2=0.00, F=0.01). In fact, this model does not explain any of the 

variance in pretest depression scores.  

Model 2 includes raw acculturation scores, demographic predictors age (40-49) 

and marital status (married). These predictors were selected for inclusion due to the 

significance found in the correlation matrix. For the predictors age and marital status, 

only the category that was found to have a significant relationship was loaded into the 

model. The addition of these selected demographic predictors to the main independent 

variable for acculturation in Model 2 does not significantly improve the amount of 

variance explained in posttest depression scores (R2=0.00, F=1.05). That is, acculturation 

is not significantly related to depression, controlling for selected demographic predictors. 

Model 3 tested the direct effect of selected cultural predictors, controlling for 

acculturation, and age. Model 3 included the main independent variable of acculturation, 

the demographic predictor age (40-49) and the predictors generation status (First Gen) 
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and language preference (English). For the predictors generation status and language 

preference, only the category that was significantly correlated was loaded into the model 

due to the limited number of allowable predictors (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1983). The 

inclusion of cultural predictors in Model 3 does not significantly improve the amount of 

variance explained in posttest depression scores (R2=0.04, F=0.73). 

Model 4 tested the direct effect of selected clinical predictors, controlling for 

acculturation and age. The predictor for acculturation and age (40-49) remained in the 

model and the predictors for use of psychotropic medication and previous therapy were 

added to the model. Model 4 shows that acculturation, age (40-49), and selected clinical 

predictors do not significantly improve the amount of variance explained in pretest 

depression scores (R2=0.14, F=2.82). The main finding from Model 4 is that previous 

therapy has a significant effect on depression score. The depression score of participants 

who had received previous therapy was on average 4.36 points lower than that of 

participants who had not received previous therapy (p<.05). 
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Table 5-5. Multiple Regression Analysis of Depression Scores as a Function of Acculturation 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
 
Acculturation 

 
0.42 (0.44) 

 
  0.64 (0.46) 

 
  0.30 (.72) 

 
  0.34 (0.45) 

 
Demographics 

    

Age (40-49)  - 0.32 (1.63) -.19 (1.61) -0.40 (1.62) 
Marital status (married)    0.77 (1.51) -- -- 
     

 
Cultural 

    

Generation (1st)   -1.95 (1.71)  
Language (Eng)   -2.80 (1.93)  

 
Clinical 

    

Psychotropic meds      2.03 (1.43) 
Previous Therapy    -4.36 (1.33)** 
     

     
Intercept 14.96 (0.72) 14.85 (0.84) 17.34(1.59) 16.44 (0.95) 
R2 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.14 
F 0.01 1.05 0.73 2.82 
 n=80 n=80 n=80 n=76 
+p<.10; *p<.05; ** p<.01 
 
Note. The unstandardized regression coefficients (Standard Error) provided for the each variable. Coefficients that were  
         marginally significant at the .10 critical value were reported for all regression analyses to take into account the small  
         sample size.
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Research Question 2: Culturally adapted CBT and Depression 

 Table 5-6 shows results from independent t-test comparing mean depression 

scores for treatment and comparison group. The results show that there were no 

statistically significant difference in depression scores at pretest between treatment group 

and comparison group (t(df=81)=.541, p=.825). This establishes that one group was not 

more depressed than the other and thus makes the groups comparable for analyses. 

Similarly, results from independent t test shows that there was no statistically significant 

difference in depression scores at posttest between treatment group and comparison 

group (t(df=81)=.085, p=.739). This answers research question #2 which states: Is CACBT 

effective in reducing depression scores among Mexican Americans? These results do not 

support the proposal that CACBT is more effective in reducing depression scores among 

Mexican Americans.  

 
 

Table 5-6. Results of Independent t test on pretest and posttest depression scores  
         

Group N Mean St.D T 
Pretest     
  Treatment 48 14.86 5.99 .541 
  Comparison 33 14.15 5.59  
     
Posttest     
  Treatment 48 9.08 6.08 .085 
  Comparison 33 8.97 5.35  
     

*p<.05 
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A paired samples t test was used to examine changes in depression scores for the 

treatment group and comparison group from pretest to posttest. Table 5-7 shows there 

was a statistically significant difference in depression scores for the treatment group from 

pretest to posttest  t(df=81) = .541, p<.000, ES = .95, as well as, for the comparison group 

t(df=81) = .085, p<.000, ES = .97. These significant relationships suggest that treatment 

group participants had approximately on average a six-point decrease in depression 

scores from pretest to posttest, while comparison group participants had approximately 

on average a five-point decrease in depression scores. A large effect size was found in 

depression score changes from pretest to posttest for both the treatment and comparison 

group participants (Cohen, 1992). As a result, because most of the cutoff intervals for the 

PHQ-9 have a four-point difference, these significant relationships suggest that on 

average participants from both the treatment group and the comparison group moved to 

the next lowest depression category from pretest to posttest.  

 

Table 5-7. Results of Paired t test on depression scores from pretest to posttest 

            Pretest           Posttest 
PHQ-9 Score               M SD M SD T df Significance Effect Size † 
         
Treatment Group 14.86 5.99 9.08 6.08 .541 81 .000***  .95 

 
Comparison 
Group     

14.15 5.59 8.97 5.35 .085 81 .000***  .97 
 

*** p<.001 
†Effect size calculated as the pretest-posttest difference, divided by the posttest standard deviation 
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Table 5-8 considers the direct effect between group assignment and posttest 

depression scores. Model 1 shows there was no significant relationship between group 

assignment and depression scores. In fact, this model does not explain any of the variance 

in posttest depression scores (R2=0.00, F=0.87).  

Model 2 includes the variable for group assignment and demographic predictors 

age (40-49) and marital status (married). These demographic predictors were selected for 

inclusion due to the significance found in the correlation matrix. For the predictors age  

and marital status, only the category that was found to have a significant relationship was 

loaded into the model. In this model age (40-49) was the only significant predictor of 

posttest depression scores (b=3.33, p<.05). The addition of these selected demographic 

predictors to the main independent variable for group in Model 2 does not significantly 

improves the amount of variance explained in posttest depression scores (R2=0.06, 

F=1.72). That is, group assignment is not significantly related to depression, controlling 

for selected demographic predictors.  

Model 3 tested the direct effect of selected cultural predictors, controlling for 

group assignment, age (40-49) and marital status. Model 3 included the main independent 

variable for group assignment, the demographic predictors age (40-49) and  marital status 

(married), and the cultural precdictors generation status (First Gen) and language 

preference (English). For the predictors generation status and language preference, only 

the category that was significantly correlated was loaded into the model due to limited 

space for predictors. In this model age (40-49) was the only significant predictor of 

posttest depression scores (b=3.67, p <.05). The inclusion of cultural predictors in Model 
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3 does not significantly improve the amount of variance explained in posttest depression 

scores (R2=0.09, F=1.46).  

Model 4 tested the direct effect of selected clinical variables, controlling for group 

assignment and age. The variable for group assignment and age (40-49) remained in the 

model and the predictors for use of psychotropic medications and previous therapy were 

added to the model. Model 4 shows that group assignment, age (40-49), and clinical 

predictors significantly improve the amount of variance explained in posttest depression 

scores (R2=0.14, F=2.85). However, after controlling for selected demographic and 

clinical predictors, group assignment is not significantly related to posttest depression 

scores. The main finding from this analysis is that there is a significant relationship 

between psychotropic medications and depression scores. The depression score of 

participants who used psychotropic medications was on average 3.38 points higher than 

that of participants who did not use psychotropic medications. Age (40-49) also had a 

significant effect (b=3.11, p<.10). Participants who were 40-49 years of age had a 

depression score 3.11 higher than participants in the other age groups. 
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Table 5-8 . Multiple Regression Analysis of Treatment Effects on Depression Scores 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
 
Treatment Group 

 
0.38 (1.31) 

 
0 .36 (1.29) 

 
0 .75 (1.32) 

 
 0.70 (1.25) 

 
Demographics 

    

Age (40-49)  3.33 (1.58)* 3.67 (1.60)* 3.11(1.59)+ 
Marital status 
(married) 

 1.16 (1.50) 1.47(1.51) -- 

     
 
Cultural 

    

Generation (1st)   -1.05 (1.54) -- 
Language (Eng)    1.12 (1.59) -- 

 
Clinical 

    

Psychotropic meds    3.38 (1.41)* 
Previous Therapy    0.19 (1.30) 
     

     
     
Intercept 8.97 (1.01) 8.05 (1.08) 7.73(1.70) 7.25 (1.19) 
R2 0.00 0.06 0.09 0.14 
F 0.87 1.72 1.46 2.85* 
 n=80 n=80 n=80 n=77 

+p<.10; *p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001 
 
Note. The unstandardized regression coefficients (Standard Error) provided for each variable.
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Research Question 3: Mediating Effect of Acculturation on the Relationship 
between Culturally Adapted CBT on Depression 

 
Table 5-9 considers the direct effect between group assignment and acculturation 

to posttest depression scores. Model 1 shows there was no significant relationship 

between group assignment and acculturation to depression scores. In fact, this model 

explains a very small amount of the variance in posttest depression scores (R2=0.02, 

F=0.59).  

Model 2 includes the variable for group assignment and acculturation, as well as, 

demographic predictors age (40-49) and marital status (married). These demographic 

predictors were selected for inclusion due to the significance found in the correlation 

matrix. For the predictors age  and  marital status, only the category that was found to 

have a significant relationship was loaded into the model. The addition of these selected 

demographic predictors does not significantly improve the amount of variance explained 

in posttest depression scores (R2=0.10, F=2.01). 

Model 3 tested the direct effect of selected cultural predictors, controlling for 

group assignment, acculturation, age and marital status. Model 3 included the main 

independent variable of group assignment and acculturation, the demographic predictors 

age (40-49) and marital status (married), and the cultural predictors generation status 

(First Gen) and language preference (English). For the cultural predictors generation 

status and language preference, only the category that was significantly related was 

loaded into the model due to the limited number of allowable predictors. The inclusion of 
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cultural predictors in Model 3 does not significantly improve the amount of variance 

explained in posttest depression scores (R2=0.10, F=1.37). 

Model 4 tested the direct effect of selected clinical variables, controlling for group 

assignment, acculturation and age. The variable for group assignment, acculturation and 

age (40-49) remained in the model and the predictors for use of psychotropic medications 

and previous therapy were added to the model. Model 4 shows that group assignment, 

acculturation, age (40-49), use of psychotropic medications, and previous therapy 

significantly improves the amount of variance explained in posttest depression scores 

(R2=0.17, F=2.92, p<.05). In addition, acculturation was significantly related to 

depression. In fact, increased acculturation level is associated with a .79 increase in 

posttest depression scores, after controlling for group assignment, age (40-49), use of 

psychotropic medications and previous therapy (p<.10). 

Model 5 shows that when age (40-49), use of psychotropic medications, previous 

therapy and the interaction effect between acculturation and group assignment are added, 

age (40-49) significantly predicts posttest depression (p<.05). That is, participants who 

were 40-49 years of age had on average a posttest depression score 3.80 points higher 

than participants in other age groups. In addition, this model shows that use of 

psychotropic medications was significantly related to posttest depression scores (b=3.50, 

p<.05). The depression score of participants who used psychotropic medications was on 

average 3.50 points higher than that of participants who did not use psychotropic 

medications. The interaction effect between acculturation and group assignment is 

significantly related to posttest depression scores (b=0.55, p=<.10). Model 5 shows that 
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these four factors are significantly related to the amount of variance explained in posttest 

depression scores (R2=0.17, F=3.61, p<.05). In fact, the interaction between acculturation 

and group assignment was associated with an average increase of .55 points in posttest 

depression score. Thus, the effect of CACBT varied according to acculturation level. This 

answers research question #3: “Does acculturation level mediate the effectiveness of 

CACBT treatment?” 

These finding are consistent with findings from previous research studies. First, 

they are consistent with findings that there is a relationship between the use of 

psychotropic medications and outcomes for treatment for depression (American 

Psychiatric Association, 2000; Hollon et al., 1992; Murphy et al., 1984). Second, a 

significant interaction effect is consistent with findings from previous studies that found a 

significant relationship between acculturation and mental health (Burnam et al., 1987; 

Escobar et al., 2000). 
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Table 5-9. Multiple Regression Analysis of Treatment Effects on Depression Scores Accounting for Acculturation Level 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 
 
Treatment Group 

 
  0.76 (1.37) 

 
0.93 (1.34) 

 
0.92 (1.35) 

 
 1.26 (1.29) 

 
-- 
 

Acculturation   0.49 (0.47) 0.78 (0.47)+ 0.63 (0.74)  0.79 (0.46)+ -- 
 
Demographics 

     

Age (40-49)  3.93 (1.62)* 3.92 (1.64)*  3.75 (1.62)* 3.80 (1.62) * 
Marital status (married)  1.42 (1.50) 1.45 (1.53) -- -- 

 
Cultural 

     

Generation (1st)    -0.43 (1.73) -- -- 
Language (Eng)   0.20 (1.97) -- -- 

 
Clinical 

     

Psychotropic meds     3.58 (1.40)*  3.50 (1.39)* 
     Previous Therapy 

 
   -0.15 (1.31) -0.40 (1.31) 

Interaction      
    Acculturation x Group      0.55 (0.32)+ 
      
Intercept 9.15 (1.03) 8.17 (1.07) 8.17 (1.83)  7.45 (1.19)  8.19 (0.92) 
R2 0.02 0.10 0.10  0.17  0.17 
F 0.59 2.01 1.37  2.92*  3.61* 
 n=80 N=80 n=80 n=76 n=76 

+p<.10; *p<.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001 
 
Note. The unstandardized regression coefficients (Standard Error) provided for each variable. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Discussion and Implications 

SUMMARY OF THE STUDY  

This chapter includes a summary of the project, implications of the findings, and 

an integration of the findings with past literature. In addition, theoretical, research and 

practice implications, as well as, the limitations of the study are discussed. The chapter 

ends with recommendations for future direction.   

The purpose of this dissertation was to examine the role of cultural variation due 

to acculturation in how Mexican Americans respond to culturally adapted treatment. In 

this study, an investigation was conducted on the effect of a culturally adapted version of 

cognitive behavioral therapy for depression.  

In order to address this issue, this study investigated three research questions: 

1. Is there a relationship between acculturation level and depression scores among  
 
Mexican Americans? 

 
2.  Is CACBT effective in reducing depression scores among Mexican Americans? 

 
3. Does acculturation level mediate the effectiveness of CACBT treatment? 

 
The objective of the study was to further understand how culturally adapting 

evidence-based practices can enhance treatment for Mexican Americans. It was 

hypothesized that higher acculturated Mexican Americans would have higher depression 

scores than would lower acculturated Mexican Americans. Moreover, it was 

hypothesized that low acculturated treatment group participants would have a 
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significantly lower posttest depression score as compared to higher acculturated 

counterparts.  

 A rationale for examining the role of cultural variation due to acculturation in 

how Mexican Americans respond to culturally adapted treatment was justified by 

summarizing how current interventions in mental health result in disparities for this 

group. This study addressed the third disparity mentioned in the supplement to the 

Surgeon General’s report that states  minorities in treatment often receive poorer quality 

of mental health care. The study was designed with the premise that in order to 

effectively culturally adapt any intervention for Mexican Americans, acculturation must 

be considered. Findings from this study confirmed that acculturation is an active part of 

how Mexican Americans respond to treatment for depression.  

The theoretical framework used to support culturally adapting mental health 

treatment was the culturally grounded perspective. The theoretical frameworks   used in 

the understanding of the acculturation process were Bronfenbrenner’s ecological 

framework and Gitterman and Germain’s Life Model. Findings from previous research 

that used acculturation as an independent variable in examining mental health treatment 

found the role of acculturation in predicting mental health was not linear, but rather 

complex in its interaction. This study supports these findings.  

 Research question one explored whether there was a relationship between 

acculturation level and depression scores among Mexican Americans. No significant 

relationship was found between acculturation and depression scores at onset of treatment 

or after using a culturally adapted version of cognitive behavioral therapy. This finding 
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does not support the hypothesis that higher acculturated Mexican Americans would have 

higher depression scores as compared to lower acculturated Mexican Americans. It also 

does not support what has been written in the literature previously that acculturation has a 

direct effect on predicting depression scores (Burnam et al., 1987; Escobar et al., 2000). 

Moreover, this finding does not support the hypothesis that higher acculturated Mexican 

Americans would have higher depression scores as compared to lower acculturated 

Mexican Americans. One possible cause for this finding is the lack of variability in the 

measure of acculturation. This lack of variability may be due to the setting of the study, 

given that it was conducted in a border city mental health agency that provides services to 

predominantly low acculturated Mexican Americans.  

Research question two explored whether CACBT would be effective in reducing   

depression scores among Mexican Americans. Results from independent t test analysis 

showed no statistically significant difference in depression scores at posttest between 

treatment and comparison groups. Models from multiple regression analysis showed that 

after controlling for selected demographic and clinical variables, group assignment was 

not statistically related to posttest depression scores. Thus, CACBT was not more 

effective in reducing depression scores among Mexican Americans than CBT. This 

finding  is similar to Kopelowicz (1997) who considered a culturally adapted intervention 

for people with schizophrenia. In contrast, Muñoz et al. (1995) and Organista et al. 

(1994) found significant prevention and reduction of depression after culturally adapting 

treatments. One explanation for the finding of this dissertation study might be that the 

fidelity of the study was compromised. The agency where this research took place was 
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saturated with cultural sensitivity. For example, both the treatment and comparison 

groups were exposed to cultural adaptations at the administrative and service delivery 

levels. The only difference in the type of intervention was what occurred during the 

therapy sessions. However, based on results from the independent t test analysis, it can be 

said that CACBT was at least as effective as CBT. 

 Research question three examined whether acculturation level mediated the 

effectiveness of CACBT treatment. Model 4 of  the multiple regression analysis showed 

that after controlling for group assignment, age (40-49), and use of psychotropic 

medications, acculturation level was associated with depression scores. The final model 

of multiple regression analysis showed that the interaction effect between acculturation 

and group assignment is significantly related to posttest depression scores. Thus, the 

effect of CACBT on depression varies according to level of acculturation.  

 Although bivariate analyses examined for demographic, cultural, and clinical 

differences between the treatment and comparison groups, it is conceivable that alternate 

factors not measured by this study produced the noted change in depression scores. For 

example, evidence suggests that family support is essential in reducing depression 

(Skarsater, Languis, Agren, Haggstrom, & Dencker, 2005). In addition, empirical 

evidence suggests the link between religion, spiritual and mental health outcomes among 

disadvantaged populations (Levin, Taylor, & Chatters, 1994). Furthermore, people who 

participate in religious activities also report greater social networks (Ellison & George, 

1992; Zuckerman, Kasl, & Ostfeld, 1984).  
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L IMITATIONS  

Internal Validity 

 As discussed above, a number of factors threatened the internal validity of this 

study. First, related to research question two which examined the effect of CBT on 

depression, exposure of the comparison group to some aspects of CACBT cannot be 

ruled out. For example, both the treatment and comparison groups were exposed to 

cultural adaptations at the administrative and service delivery levels.  

 Second, group assignment was vulnerable to biases. The Executive Director who 

identified and assigned cases considered both the needs of the clients, agency and 

availability of therapists to determine case assignment. For example, if the client did not 

meet the income eligibility criteria or there were conflicts in scheduling, they were 

assigned to the comparison group. To reduce biases, assignment of cases to treatment and 

comparison groups should have been random. 

 Third, the internal validity of this study was threatened by instrumentation issues. 

According to agency protocol, study group participants were to be administered a PHQ-9 

at every therapy session. Although, this practice was not consistently applied, 

statistically, multiple measures of a given construct, may have introduced testing bias and 

measurement error (Rubin & Babbie, 2005).  

External Validity 

This study took place in a mental health agency located in a border city that 

provides services to primarily low acculturated Mexican Americans. Due to the unique 

setting for this study, caution should be taken to generalize findings to the Mexican 

American population. In addition, the nonprobability sampling method limits 

generalizability. The findings of this study are most useful when considering Mexican 
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Americans seeking mental health services in El Paso, Texas. For example, the sample for 

this study consisted of approximately 66% low acculturated Mexican Americans. 

The external validity of this study is strengthened by matching between treatment 

and comparison group. Bivariate analyses indicated no significant difference between 

treatment and comparison group except on acculturation. Despite this difference the two 

groups were comparable, thus supporting external validity. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR THEORY AND PRACTICE  

An important theoretical contribution is that this study supports the need to 

continue examining the role of acculturation in mental health treatment in an effort to 

develop path models to understand depression for Mexican Americans. Acculturation is 

key to enhance the knowledge of the link between culturally adapted interventions for 

depression. One specific area is the culturally-bound understanding of depression. For 

example, how Mexican Americans view mental illness, the way in which they manifest 

symptoms, and seek treatment (Altarriba & Bauer, 1998; Escobar et al., 1997; Kolody et 

al., 1986; Lewis-Fernandez et al., 2005; Mezzich & Raab, 1980; Miranda et al., 1996). 

Moreover, culture influences the way Mexican Americans respond to treatment. Evidence 

suggests the need to further examine ethnic and racial similarities and differences in the 

client-therapist dyad (Bernal et al., 1995; Gamst, Dana, Der-Karabetian, Aragon, 

Arrellano, & Kramer, 2002). This study supports the culturally grounded perspective 

which translates abstract concepts of culture to very specific tasks (Marsiglia & Kulis, 

2009). 

Results from this study have several practice implications. The finding that 

acculturation  plays a role in how Mexican Americans respond to CACBT reaffirms the 

social work philosophy that practitioners need to “start where the client is.” Furthermore, 
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this study supports the belief that there is value in culturally competent services (Sue, 

2003). Because acculturation is key in the helping process, this study supports what has 

been written in the literature previously on the issue of client matching (Bernal et al., 

1995; Gamst et al., 2002). Finally, as social work researchers unravel the acculturation 

phenomenon, they can begin to map nuances of when culture is a strength or a barrier 

(Marsiglia and Kulis, 2009).  

FUTURE DIRECTIONS  

Some considerations for future research in the role of acculturation in mental 

health would be to oversample for higher levels of acculturation. This would allow for a 

clearer picture of whether greater variability leads to an association between acculturation 

and depression. Second, the findings for research question three resulted in a significance 

in the interaction effect between acculturation and group assignment and depression 

scores, after controlling for age (40-49),  use of psychotropic medications, and previous 

therapy, but the nature of this relationship is unclear. Qualitative research to examine 

what factors play a significant role in how Mexican Americans respond to treatment for 

depression would add further knowledge. Finally, it would be useful to investigate the 

relationship between acculturation, CACBT and depression using varied settings. For 

example, replicating the study using a comparison group from another agency where the 

service and therapeutic environment had not been saturated with cultural sensitivity may 

yield different results. 
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APPENDIX A. IRB  APPROVAL  
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APPENDIX B. FAMILY SERVICE OF EL PASO LETTER OF SUPPORT 
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APPENDIX C. INTAKE FORM  
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APPENDIX D. CBT PROTOCOL  
 
EL Paso Family Service CBT for Depression Treatment Outline: 
 
Ten week CBT Regimen for Depression 
 
Session 1)  

� Establish rapport 
� Psychoeducation on depression (share DSM-IV Dx) & CBT model 
� Outline treatment and rationale for various components of treatment 
� Set goals for treatment 

 
Session 2)  

� Generate list of activities for Bx activation (pleasurable, rewarding, high in 
mastery). 

� Explain Mood log and assign (for this session, simply assign tracking of 
mood/activities across the week). 

 
Session 3) 

� Check homework (focus on connection btwn low mood and Bxs) 
� Assign activities from list for next week’s mood/activity log. 

 
Session 4)  

� Check homework 
� Review cognitive distortions 
� Assign recognizing cognitive distortions throughout week 

 
Session 5) 

� Check homework 
� Cognitive Restructuring 

 
Session 6) 

� Check homework (Restructuring Worksheets [“Thought logs”], as well as  
Bx activation) 

� Cognitive Restructuring 
 
Session 7) 

� Check homework (Restructuring Worksheets [“Thought logs”], as well as  
Bx activation) 

� Cognitive Restructuring 
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Session 8) 
� Check homework (Restructuring Worksheets [“Thought logs”], as well as  

Bx activation) 
� Cognitive Restructuring 

 
Session 9) 

� Check homework (Restructuring Worksheets [“Thought logs”], as well as  
Bx activation) 

� Cognitive Restructuring 
� Discuss Termination issues 

 
Session 10) 

� Review treatment/Acquired skills 
� Discuss Relapse Prevention 
� Process termination issues 

 
Notes:  
 
Self report measure will be collected throughout as per study’s design. Results of  
self reports should be used as a clinical tool to track symptom  
severity/progress throughout the course of treatment, for motivational purposes,  
and to assess treatment response.  
 
Suicidal assessment will be conducted regularly throughout the course of  
treatment. Emergent care procedures of the facility will be followed, and  
responsibility for emergent care issues will lie with the agency, rather  
than the supervising clinician.  
 
Clinicians may use whichever forms they wish for the specified components of  
treatment, so long as they adhere to the fidelity of the model. Also, that forms  
MUST be used in written form for successful treatment outcome and adherence  
to the model.  
 
For difficult behaviors, add graded task assignments as needed throughout  
treatment.  
 
Problem solving, assessing for secondary gain, socialization/assertiveness training  
should be initiated throughout treatment as the need arises. This is a rough outline  
to follow for the purposes of ensuring that the major components of CBT treatment  
are followed. Additional sessions can be applied as necessary. However, sessions  
1-4 should be applied as standard components of treatment.  
     

Used with permission from Hector A. Garcia, Psy.D. 
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 APPENDIX E. PATIENT HEALTH QUESTIONNAIRE  
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APPENDIX F. ACCULTURATION RATING SCALE FOR MEXICAN AMERICANS -II 
 
ACCULTURATION RATING SCALE FOR MEXICAN AMERICANS – II 
 

A) Circle the generation that best applies to you. Circle only one.) 
 
1.  1st generation = You were born  

 in Mexico or other country. 
 

2. 2nd generation = You were born 
in USA; either parent born in  
Mexico or other country. 
 

3. 3rd generation = You were born  
in USA, both parents born in USA  
and all grandparents born in Mexico  
or other country. 
 

4. 4th generation = You and your  
parents born in USA and at least  
one grandparent born in Mexico  
or other country with remainder  
born in the USA. 
 

5. 5th generation = You and your  
parents born in the USA and all  
grandparents born in the USA. 

 
Circle a number between 1-5 next to each item 
that best applies. 

Not at all Very little or 
not very 
often 

Moderately Much or 
very often 

Extremely 
often or almost 
always 

1. I speak Spanish 
 

2. I speak English. 
 
3. I enjoy speaking Spanish. 
 
4. I associate with Anglos. 
 
5. I associate with Mexicans and / or Mexican 

Americans. 
 
6. I enjoy listening to Spanish language music. 
 
7. I enjoy listening to English language music. 
 
8. I enjoy Spanish language TV. 
 
9. I enjoy English language TV.  
 
10. I enjoy English language movies. 

1 
 
1 
 
1 
 
1 
 
1 
 
 
1 
 
 
1 
 
 
1 
 
1 

2 
 
2 
 
2 
 
2 
 
2 
 
 
2 
 
 
2 
 
 
2 
 
2 

3 
 
3 
 
3 
 
3 
 
3 
 
 
3 
 
 
3 
 
 
3 
 
3 

4 
 
4 
 
4 
 
4 
 
4 
 
 
4 
 
 
4 
 
 
4 
 
4 

5 
 
5 
 
5 
 
5 
 
5 
 
 
5 
 
 
5 
 
 
5 
 
5 
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1 

 
2 

 
3 

 
4 

 
5 
 

      
 
11. I enjoy Spanish language movies. 
 
12. I enjoy reading (e.g. books in Spanish). 
 
13. I enjoy reading (e.g. books in English). 
 
14. I write (e.g. letters in Spanish). 
 
15. I write (e.g. letters in English). 
 
16. My thinking is done in the English 

language. 
 
17. My thinking is done in the Spanish 

language. 
 
18. My contact with Mexico has been. 
 
19. My contact with the USA has been. 
 
20. My father identifies himself as ‘Mexicano’. 
 
 
21. My mother identifies herself as ‘Mexicana’. 
 
22. My friends, while I was growing up, were of 

Mexican origin. 
 
23. My friends, while I was growing up, were of 

Anglo origin. 
 
24. My family cooks Mexican food. 
 
25. My friends are now of Anglo origin. 
 
26. My friends are now of Mexican origin. 
 
27. I like to identify myself as an Anglo 

American. 
 
28. I like to identify myself as a Mexican 

American. 
 
29. I like to identify myself as a Mexican. 
 
30. I like to identify myself as an American. 

 
1 
 
1 
 
1 
 
1 
 
1 
 
1 
 
 
1 
 
 
1 
 
1 
 
1 
 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
1 
 
 
1 
 
1 
 
1 
 
1 
 
 
1 
 
 
1 
 
1 
 
 
1 

 
2 
 
2 
 
2 
 
2 
 
2 
 
2 
 
 
2 
 
 
2 
 
2 
 
2 
 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
2 
 
 
2 
 
2 
 
2 
 
2 
 
 
2 
 
 
2 
 
2 
 
 
2 

 
3 
 
3 
 
3 
 
3 
 
3 
 
3 
 
 
3 
 
 
3 
 
3 
 
3 
 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
3 
 
 
3 
 
3 
 
3 
 
3 
 
 
3 
 
 
3 
 
3 
 
 
3 

 
4 
 
4 
 
4 
 
4 
 
4 
 
4 
 
 
4 
 
 
4 
 
4 
 
4 
 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
4 
 
 
4 
 
4 
 
4 
 
4 
 
 
4 
 
 
4 
 
4 
 
 
4 

 
5 
 
5 
 
5 
 
5 
 
5 
 
5 
 
 
5 
 
 
5 
 
5 
 
5 
 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
5 
 
 
5 
 
5 
 
5 
 
5 
 
 
5 
 
 
5 
 
5 
 
 
5 
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APPENDIX G. CLIENT INFORMATION FORM  

 
Family Service of El Paso 
Registration Information 
 
Client Contact Information 
Print Case Name: 
 

 
Address:_________________________
____ 
               
_____________________________ 
               
_____________________________ 
               
_____________________________ 

Contact Phone:   
List the phone number to be reached at to 
confirm your appointment one day before?  
Do not call     

Emergency Contact: 
Name:                                            Phn. 

Comment: 

Personal Information 
SSN: Date of Birth Male            

Female       
Highest Level Education: 

Language Preference:  English     Spanish      Other: 
Sexual Orientation: 
                [  ] gay/lesbian  
                [  ] bisexual 
                [  ] heterosexual 
                [  ] undecided/don’t know 
                [  ] prefer not to answer 

Race:    Check All 
[  ] Y   [  ] N   White 
[  ] Y   [  ] N   Black or African American 
[  ] Y   [  ] N   Asian 
[  ] Y   [  ] N   Native Hawaiian/Pac. Islander 
[  ] Y   [  ] N   American Indian/Alaska 
Native 
[  ] Y   [  ] N   other ___________________ 
[  ] Y   [  ] N   unknown 

Hispanic group:  Check Only One 
[  ] Mexican/Mexican American 
[  ] Cuban 
[  ] Puerto Rican 
[  ] Central American 
[  ] South America 
[  ] Spanish, Potuguese, C. Verdean 
[  ] Other Caribbean 
[  ] Other 
Hispanic___________________ 
[  ] Not Hispanic 

Spouse/Partner/Guardian Information 
Marital Status:  Name: 

 
SSN: 

Single        
                 
Divorced   

  
                

Married   
                      
Widow(er)  
 

Separated  
                     

  
Living           
   
Together 

Highest Level 
Education: 

Date of Birth Male      [  ] 
Female  [  ] 

Sexual Orientation: 
                [  ] gay/lesbian  
                [  ] bisexual 
                [  ] heterosexual 
                [  ] undecided/don’t know 
                [  ] prefer not to answer 

Race:    Check All 
[  ] Y   [  ] N   White 
[  ] Y   [  ] N   Black or African American 
[  ] Y   [  ] N   Asian 
[  ] Y   [  ] N   Native Hawaiian/Pac. Islander 
[  ] Y   [  ] N   American Indian/Alaska 

Hispanic group:  Check Only One 
[  ] Mexican/Mexican American 
[  ] Cuban 
[  ] Puerto Rican 
[  ] Central American 
[  ] South America 
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Native 
[  ] Y   [  ] N   other ___________________ 
[  ] Y   [  ] N   unknown 

[  ] Spanish, Potuguese, C. Verdean 
[  ] Other Caribbean 
[  ] Other 
Hispanic___________________ 
[  ] Not Hispanic 

Language Preference:  English     Spanish         Other: 

Children Information 
Name Sex DOB SSN 
    
    
    
    
    
Number of Family Members: 
Referral Type 
 
Friend           Phone Book     Hospital                      Former Client     School       
    
 
Relative         Insurance         Law Enforcement      Doctor                  
Internet        
 
Brochure       Social Service 
Agency:________________________________________ 
 
Type of Problem 
Standard 
Check  appropriate response 

[  ] Depression                             [  ] Marital Problems                     [  ] Anxiety 
[  ] Child Sexual Abuse               [  ] Child Physical Abuse               [  ] Domestic 
Violence 
[  ] Child Behavior Problem       [  ] Parent/Child Conflict              [  ] Stress 
[  ] Divorce/Separation Issues 
Financial Information 
Employment: 
Head of Household Spouse/Partner/Guardian 
Employer: 
 
 

Employer: 

Job Title: Job Title: 

Insurance/Medicaid:     Yes       No    
 
Company 

Insurance/Medicaid:     Yes       No   
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Name:______________________ 
  Policy/Group 
#:______________________ 
 

Company 
Name:______________________ 
  Policy/Group 
#:______________________ 
 

Does anyone else who will receive services have Medicaid Coverage?     Yes       
No    
Fee is based on 1/10th of 1% of the ANNUAL gross family income with the 
minimum payment being $5.00 and the maximum payment being $80 per session. 
 
Gross Household Annual Income:$ ______________      =    Fee per session 
$___________ 
 
Our standard rates are $80 for one hour of individual or family therapy. If you have 
children, your fee may be adjusted based on the above scale. We recognize that 
therapy requires a significant investment, both emotionally and financially. Due to the 
high cost of billing, we require payment for services at the time they are delivered. 
 
Income verified by: ______________________________________    Date: 
______________ 
 
Client/Guardian Signature: ________________________________  Date: 
______________ 
 
Comments:_____________________________________________________________
_____ 
                   
___________________________________________________________________ 
                   
___________________________________________________________________ 
Therapeutic Agreement 
 
Have you been in counseling/therapy before?                                              Yes       
No    
 
 
 (If yes) Name of Therapist:___________________________  
Agency:__________________ 
 
                                    Dates: ___________________________ 
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Are you presently taking any medications?                                                  Yes       
No    
 
 
(If yes)  Name of 
Medications:___________________________________________________ 
 
              Name of 
Physician/psychiatirist:__________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
Because I/We, _____________________ understand that individual, group and family 
counseling are  
                        (Name of client/legal guardian) 
not exact sciences, I do not hold the staff and board of Family Service of El Paso in any way  
 
responsible for the outcome of my/our treatment. 
 
I accept full responsibility for the value received and the outcome obtained from my/our 
therapeutic  
 
contract with the agency. 
 
I have been informed and do understand the issues of confidentiality, fee schedules/payment, the 
limits  
 
and guidelines of services provided and my responsibilities as a client. 
 
I/We ______________________ agree to enter into a course of treatment for 
___________________with  
            (Name of client/legal guardian)                                                                                        (Name of client being 
treated) 
Family Service of El Paso here by giving consent for treatment. 
 
I have received and thoroughly read the Client Information as stated by Family Service of El 
Paso. 
 
 
________________________________________  ______________________ 
Client/Legal Guardian Signature      Date 
 
 
________________________________    ______________________ 
Witness Signature (Staff)      Date 
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APPENDIX H. INITIAL ASSESSMENT FORM  
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APPENDIX I.  L IST OF MEXICAN SAYINGS  

 
Some examples of Mexican sayings that were used in CACBT Sessions 

“Dime con quien andas y te dire quien eres” (tell me who you are with and  

I will tell you who you are) 

“La esperanza nunca muere” (Hope never dies) 

“Cada cabeza es un mundo” (Every head is a world) 

“A boca de jarro”(without any regard) 

“Fiadas hasta puñaladas” (bargain hunting no matter what) 

“Me mato el gallo en la mano” (beat me to the punch) 

“Como lazo de cochino” (being treated like to pig’s rope) 

“No hay mal que por bien no venga” (There is no wrong that does not  

come for a good reason) 

“Camarón que se duerme se lo lleva la corriente” (A sleeping lobster  

gets swept away by the current) 

“Mientras hay vida, hay esperanza” (As long as there is life, there is hope) 

“Al mal tiempo, buena cara” (To a bad time, give a good face) 

“El tiempo no pasa en vano” (Time does not pass in vain) 

“Dios dira” (God will say) 

“No hay mal que dure 100 años” (There is no grief that lasts 100 years) 

“El flojo trabaja doble” (The lazy person works twice) 
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